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UMS board of trustees approve strategic plan
Proposed UMS
structure shift
Central Services
• Centralized administration, working with the board
of trustees, for system-wide
planning,
management,
coordination and oversight.
University of Maine
• Land-grant/sea-grant university, serving as Maine's primary graduate level, research
and public service outreach
institution.

WICKHAM SKINNER
VICE CHAIR

PLEAD YOUR CASE — Board of trustees members(above) listen as faculty and students from all over the state, as well
as community members, speak passionately on why the board should delay thier vote on the strategic plan. Nicole
Brown (below) of University College of Bangor delivers an emotional plea to the board not to change her school.

University of Southern
Maine
• Will encompass wh,il
now University of Maine at
Augusta and serve central
and southern Maine, offering
undergraduate programs and
a focused set of graduate,
research and public outreach
programs.
University of Maine at
Fort Kent, Presque Isle and
Machias
• WIN an
a "consortium." Rao
have at least one sIgniature
academic program and
focused graduate offerings.

of intense criticism on Monday.
Even after what Johnson called an "open
and inclusive process" of revision, the plan
The board of trustees unanimously has still drawn fire from faculty, students and
approved a strategic plan for the University of stake holders who say their voices were not
Maine System after more than a year of hear- heard during the planning process.
Donald Anspach, professor of sociology at
ings and revisions.
The plan was devised in hopes of reorgan- the University of Southern Maine, criticized
izing the system in order to improve academ- the board of trustees for approving the finalic quality, streamline administrative structure ized version of the plan,released only 10 days
and address a projected $102 million five-year before the vote.
Anspach said the damage the administrabudget shortfall.
"[The plan] recognizes that change is nec- tion has done to relationships among central
essary and that maintaining the status quo is administration, various faculties and the board
not the answer," said Charles L. Johnson III, of trustees because of the exclusion of faculty
chair of the board of trustees. "Change must from the planning and revision process it will
come.[The vote] on the plan will re-engineer take years to undo.
"Administration sugarcoated faculty comour university system to ensure its value and
plaints that were aired at the faculty summit in
vitality for the years ahead."
The plan, introduced in March and heavily July and presented those complaints to the
revised earlier this month, was still the topic
See VOTE on Page 2
By Rick Redmond
News Editor

University of Maine at
Farmington
• Will remain a singlecampus unit with a strong
focus on teacher education
programs. Will become a
public, liberal arts college.
Outreach Centers
• Distance education will
be offered by 11 academic
outreach centers_

Area volunteers recruit students UM English department
By Cate Tiller
Staff Writer

with the Catholic Student
Association last night.
Community organizations
Spruce
Run,
Set up throughout the Union included
Health
and
yesterday were various booths Community
Services,
the
for service organizations look- Counseling
Eastern Agency on Aging and
ing for numerous volunteers.
The number of organizations the River Coalition. Each organwas matched only by the variety ization had a variety of volunof what they seeking in volun- teer positions.
Nina Dearborn, a recent
teers. Recruiters were looking
for short-term and long-term University of Maine graduate
commitments in local and inter- now working at Spruce Run,
said they need volunteers for
national organizations.
Organizations ranged from their hotline. Volunteers commit
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps to the to training and three shifts a
Maine Discovery Museum. The month. Dearborn said it's a big
museum was hoping to find peo- commitment, but there are big
ple that love children and like to rewards. Spruce Run provides
have fun while they're working. services for those who have
They were also looking for been affected by domestic viosomeone to help with the lan- lence including a hotline, supguage clubs and teach Spanish port groups, a shelter, children's
to youngsters. The JVC was services and advocates, accordthere to give information to ing to their Web site.
Along similar lines, Rape
interested students and speak

Response Services, represented
at the fair by Sue Currie, is
"always looking for good listeners." RRS is a non-profit organization for "anyone affected by
sexual assault," she said. They
work in the Millonocket, East
Millonocket, Dover-Foxcroft
and the Bangor area.
"[We're) an awesome agency
with an awesome group of volunteers. We're really proud of
the work we do," Currie said.
They ask volunteers to work the
hotline one night a week and
attend one advocate meeting a
month, but they're flexible,
knowing their volunteers are
busy.
Community
Health
and
Counseling "promotes all different types of volunteer work,"
according to Joshua Wiersma.
He was "baby-sitting" the table
for a couple hours for his mom,
See FAIR Page 2

remembers Everman
By Jake Waltman
For The Maine Campus

teacher. He also pioneered
distance education at the university.
"He took it to new heights,"
Welch Everman, a professor
of English at the University of Whelan said on Tuesday, "He
Maine, lost his battle with lung personalized it, and touched
cancer at his Orono home on each student even though it
Friday morning at the age of was an online course; he was a
57. Everman will be best wonderful teacher."
In Everman's office stands a
remembered for his sense of
humor, his friendly demeanor life-sized cutout of Steven
and his dedication to teaching, King, pictures of his surviving
according to friends and col- sons and wife and a mass of
books.
leagues.
"He was a creator of litera"Welch was a great teacher
and prolific writer," said ture as much as a teacher," said
Robert Whelan, a fellow Kathryn Olmstead, associate
English professor. "It's going dean of the College of Liberal
to be tough not having him Arts and Sciences."[Everman]
fought 'till the end, as late as
around."
Everman was an accom- May term, still grading
plished jazz musician, a talent- papers."
ed writer and an inexhaustible
See EVERMAN on Page 3
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Associate and nondegree pro- she is today — earning a bachegrams will now be handled under lor's degree from a university —
the state's community college
without UCB.
system.
"My story is not very different
From Page 1
"For us to focus on bachelor's than the 1,100 other students I go
board and the media as and graduate degree programs in to school with," Brown said."If it
Center. The class is ongoing,
approvals," Anspach said.
the central Maine area, we need to wasn't for UCB and the signs I
from Sept. 17 through Dec. 3
Anspach went on to call the leverage the financial and aca- drove by every day encouraging
and there is a $60 charge for 10
sessions. For information call
board of trustees part of the demic resources of the University me to enroll ... I don't know
the
Employee Assistance
"human relations disaster."
of Southern Maine," Mullen said. where I'd be today. It breaks my
Program at (207) 581-2014.
But Johnson said the trustees
Winthrop town counselor Bill heart that it may not be there for
and chancellor did include the McDonald said eliminating UMA someone else in my situation."
Ballroom dancing
The Back Door dance studio
faculty in the planning and revi- in the proposed way would not
Under the strategic plan, UCB
will host a night of ballroom and
sion process. He cited more than only be a disservice to central will now serve as an "educational
swing dancing from 8 to 10 p.m.
120 hours of meetings and public Maine but to the entire state.
park" with its facilities available
in
the
Keith
Anderson
forums,
hundreds
of
pages
of
anchor
ecoto
"We
need
UMA
to
other schools like Eastern
Community Center, located at
feedback and other correspon- nomic development in central Maine Community College.
19 Bennoch Road in Orono.
Admission is $5 and the event
dences they received or sent out Maine," McDonald said. "Please
"Right now EMCC is at its
is chem and smoke free. For
as proof of inclusion.
don't take it away from us," he limits for handling students," said
information call the studio at
"Those who have read the said at the meeting.
John Diamond, spokesperson for
(207) 843-5638.
revised plan know that we incorOther groups brought their UMS."[EMCC] needs the space
porated many of those recommen- concerns to light on a more local and also needs more resources."
Saturday, Sept. 25, 2004
dations," Johnson said. "The level.
Harris said he is not entirely
Belay seminar
strategic plan is better because of
Students from the University happy with the situation but isn't
MaineBound will host a semit."
College in Bangor gathered more shocked by the outcome because
inar on rock climbing from 6 to
Still, Anspach believes that than an hour before the vote took he expected it. When the plan was
8 p.m. in the MaineBound barn
located next to the Maine
USM will suffer a bigger blow place, hoping someone would first proposed, Harris feared that
Center for the Arts. For informathan most campuses in the system hear their pleas.
UCB might be essentially
tion call Paul Stern at 581when it is merged with the
They carried signs that read "phased out."
1082.
University of Maine at Augusta.
"Westphal is our downfall" and
"It's not going to be
Submitting information
"(USM] is a clear loser in this "Nontraditional is a tradition at untouched, but at least we'll still
Submissions for The Maine
proposal ... Orono is to be revital- UCB" to express their discontent be here," Harris said.
Campus Community Calendar
ized and enhanced and USM with the projected plan and its
The entire UMS strategic plan
are free, and can be sent on
focused and contained," Anspach implications on their school.
can be obtained by visiting the
FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder
said.
"We're here to send a message Web site www.maine.edu/spp.
or dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
USM will now become a that the student body I represent is
Also approved by the board on
basement of Memorial Union.
"comprehensive, multicampus, not for this plan," said Casey Monday was the biennial budget
Please include all the important
urban university" including the Harris, president of student gov- request for the 2005-07 period for
information about your event.
UMA campus, according to the ernment at UCB.
the UMS.
Deadlines for submissions are
9 a.m. Sunday for Monday pubproposal.
Harris and the other members
The board will ask Gov. John
lication and 9 a.m. Wednesday
Anspach fears the system will of the student body present at the Baldacci to approve a request for
for Thursday publication.
not provide the millions of dollars vote said they fear for the fate of an additional $14.6 million in
necessary for the merger to be their beloved campus.
state funding.
successful.
clerical needs.
Nicole Brown, a sophomore at
The increase in funding is
But James Mullen,chair of the UCB, spoke through tears before needed to fund new UMS initiaA different and new community organization is Partners in board's strategic planning steer- the meeting, as well as during the tives like $5.5 million more for
Ending Hunger, which looks at ing committee, said the merger is citizen comment session before student financial aid, $1.4 million
the local causes and impacts of necessary. in order to shift UMA the vote.
for teacher education and nursing
Brown, a single mother who programs,$5 million for research
hunger in Alton, Argyle, away from a community college
Greenbush, environment.
found herself unemployed and and development and $2.5 million
Bradley,
UMA currently awards mostly desperate for direction two years for distance education and library
Island,
Greenfield, Indian
Milford, Old Town and Orono. associate degrees by far. ago said she would not be where services.
It is an organization of volunteers.
"[We] hope that by looking
at [hunger] and studying it, we
can end it," said Barbara
Murphy, a volunteer with
Partners. Currently the group is
conducting a phone survey to
try to discover what the causes
of hunger are in this area. A
stastitician from UMaine will
compile the data, and based on
the results, a plan will be made
for the next step, Murphy said.
Partners in Ending Hunger is
hoping to recruit people willing
to commit to a training session
and 12-15 hours in November
making phone calls.
"I've had a couple students
sign up," Murphy said.

COMMUNITY VOTE
CAMPUS CALENDAR
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Thursday, Sept. 23, 2004
Study abroad info session
The Office of International
Programs will host a study
abroad information session with
a specific focus on France,
Germany and Spain today from
3:30 p.m. in the Coe Room of
Memorial Union. For information call Susan Nolan Landry at
(207) 581-2905.
Ornament unveiling
The University Bookstore will
unveil its annual commemorative ornament at 12:30 p.m. in
the bookstore. All proceeds
from the sale of the ornament
benefit the Alternative Spring
Break program.
Marxist
Socialist and
luncheon series
The third series of the
Socialist and Marxist studies
luncheon series will take place
from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. in the
Bangor Room of Memorial
Union. This week's talk is entitled: "Mahatma Gandhi after 911: A different approach to terrorism and violence." For information call Doug Allen at (207)
581-3860.
Friday, Sept. 24, 2004
Yoga!
The Woman's Fitness Center
will host Yoga! with Sandy
Cyrus from noon to 1 p.m. in the
center located at Cutler Health

FAIR
From Page 1
Ann Wiersma. They deal with a
lot of elderly, homeless and people in crisis in Penobscot,
Piscataquis, Washington and
Hancock counties. Students, he
said, could help with the Warm
Line. a noncrisis phone line for
people with mental illness in
their families.
The River Coalition works in
Alton, Bradley, Greenbush,
Milford and Old Town to
"strengthen our communities"
through "prevention rather than
intervention," according to their
brochure. Renee Michaud, the
office manger, said they need
volunteers to be mentors in their
JUMP program, an after school
program that aims at enhancing
the social and academic lessons
students learn in the classroom.
as well as substance abuse prevention. They also need volunteers in the office to take care of

Join
the
gang
Write for
TH

cm/puspi-iarom,MEussAmwEs
PICKET LINES — Susan Des Roches and Susan Drummond, both nontraditional students
at the University College of Bangor, protest outside Wells Commons before the board of
trustees voted on the strategic plan Monday.

There's nothing to do in
this town.

A
News section.
Contact Richard Redmond on
First Class or by phone at
581-1270 for details.

STYLE CALENDAR
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POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer

Alleged fraternity burglar
arrested for bail violation

FILE PHOTO

LEGEND LOST — Welch Everman enjoys a little light reading in an undated photo taken at
the University of Maine. Everman, a professor of English, lost his battle with cancer late
last week. A memorial service is planned for tomorrow afterternoon

EVERMAN
From Page 1
"He had a terrific sense of
humor, and a great rapport
with the students," said
Margaret Lukens, chair of the
said
department
English
Tuesday.
"He had respect as a
writer," said Justus Humphrey,
a former student of Everman's.
"It was great learning from
someone who had such a craft
for writing. Every time I went
to class, I would get something
out of [his feedback], regardless of whether I wrote [the
discussion piece] or not."
Everman was one of two

fiction writers in the English
department and was well published.
"He was one of those colleagues who is extremely trustworthy, always willing to step
up and do whatever job needed
to be done." Lukens said. "We
have someone who was a
member of the community for
such a long time, who made a
real impact on the community.
His presence and interest and
generally contributing so much
to the community ... It's going
to be a hard act to follow," she
said.
Everman is survived by his
wife and two sons. A memorial service will be held at noon
Friday, Sept. 24 at St. Ann's
Church on Indian Island.

"His presence and
interest and generally contributing so
much to the community ... It's
going to be a hard
)3
act to follow,
Margaret Lukens
English Dept. Chair

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL
with SCOTT

DELCOURT, ASSOCIATE DEAN

A man was arrested following
a complaint of an alcohol violation in Oxford Hall on
Wednesday, Sept. 15 at 11:19
p.m. A hall staff member called
Public Safety to report a violation
on. the first floor. An officer
responded and knocked on the
door of the room identified by the
staff member. A resident, who did
not appear intoxicated, answered
the door. A second person, identified as Justin Anthony, 18, then
came out of the room. He
appeared visibly intoxicated and
smelled of alcohol. Anthony had
been arrested the week prior in
connection with a burglary at the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
house. It was determined that he
was violating a condition of his
bail by consuming alcohol. He
was placed under arrest and transported to the Penobscot County
Jail. There he received an intoxilizer test that showed he was at a
blood alcohol content of 0.16. He
was issued a summons for violation of conditional release.

had been suspended for failure to
pay a fine. As a result, Murphy
received two summonses for
operating after suspension and
possession of alcohol by a minor
by consumption. The zero tolerance charge was referred to the
DMV.

Habitual failure to stop stops
some from driving
A man was issued two summonses following a traffic stop
near the intersection of Long
Road and Munson Road on
Saturday,Sept. 18 at 1:02 a.m. An
officer on patrol noticed a car roll
through the stop sign on Munson
Road and then turn into a parking
lot. The officer pulled the car over
and approached the car. He asked
as
driver, identified
the
Christopher Hathaway, 19,for his
license, registration and proof of
insurance. Hathaway stated that
he could not produce a license
because it had been suspended. A
background check confirmed that
his license had been suspended
for an earlier stop sign violation.
Campus moped cruiser nabs As a result, Hathaway was issued
two summonses for operation
OUI and OAS
A moped operator was issued after suspension and failure to
two summones and referred to the stop at a stop sign.
Department of Motor Vehicles
Stolen parking pass, thief
following a traffic violation on
Thursday, Sept. 16 at 10:49 p.m. retrieved in MCA lot
A man was issued a sununons
An officer in the area of Hart Hall
the retrieval of a stolen
following
moped
a
riding
person
a
noticed
on the sidewalk between Hart parking decal in the MCA parking
Hall and Wells Commons. The lot on Friday, Sept. 17 at 12:45
officer stopped the person and p.m. A parking services attendant
identified him as James Murphy, contacted Public Safety stating
19. The officer detected the smell that he had located a decal that
of alcohol on Murphy's breath had been reported missing. On
and determined he was in viola- Wednesday, Sept. 8, a student
tion of Maine's zero tolerance reported a missing decal stolen
law. Following field sobriety from a car parked in the Dunn
tests, Murphy was taken to the parking lot. Since the numbers on
Orono Police Department. On the missing decal and the one on
route to the station, a scan of the decal in the car found matched
See BEAT on page 4
Murphy's license showed that it

University of Maine Graduate School

TUESDAY, SEPT. 28, 2004
3:10 PM
BANGOR ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION
All students are welcome!
Application Essay
Application Process

Tips for Applying
GRE/G MATS

Questions and Answers

Applications for Spring 305
Semester Student
Teaching/Internships are
now available at the Student
Teaching Office,130 Shibles
Hall. Application deadline
is October 8 for students
ready to begin an
internship in the Spring
2005 Semester.

For more inPrmation please call 581-1359 or
stop by the 3rd Floor, Memorial Union

oareercenter
THE UNC,CESS,TY CF 11114$NE

Sponsored by the Career Center and The Graduate School

For further
information,
call Maxine
Harrow at
581-2456.
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES

Senators briefed on Bumstock, Greek Week and whistles
By Diana McElwain
For The Maine Campus
The whistles that could be
heard from this week's meeting
of the General Student Senate
were not due to new Bumstock
information. The whistles were
actually personal safety whistles
that will be available to any student who wants one.
President Cortland Hepler
handed the whistles out to the
senators, assuring them of the
whistles' effectiveness.
"They're very loud," Hepler
said "They are police grade and
very ear-piercing." Students can
pick up the whistles in the
Student Government office.
Bumstock news, Vice
Pre dent
of
Student
Entertainment
Josh
Luce
informed the group that the event
is still without a director.
"We're still interviewing,"
Luce said. "It's going very slowAlso up in the air is the possiCAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
ble October performance of HAIL TO THE CHIEF — Student Body President Cortlynn Hepler hands out
free whistles at the General Student Senate
Vanessa Carlton. Student enter- meeting Tusday evening, as Senate President Kate O'Brien, Vice
President of Financial Affairs Ross Bartlett, and Vice
tainment is still waiting for the President of Student Entertainment Josh
Luce look on. 1,700 whistles are being distributed on campus to
provide stusinger's response to their dents with a safety precaution
when walking across campus late at night.
$25,000 bid.
Bumstock was not a subject
"It's not what Student was brought up by board of wide issues. Just remember
increase the Greek pride and
readily abandoned however, and Government is created for. trustees Representative Sarah you're one of
seven campuses," population came from a chalthe senators later inquired about Student Government's purpose Knight, who explained the Knight said.
lenge posed by Dean of Students
the logistics of this year's festi- is simply to advocate for stu- much-publicized university sysAnnouncing a more campus- Robert Dana.
val as well as the Student dents ... a much larger scope tem rearrangment.
orientated event to the Senate
Dana challenged the Greek
Government's role in its execu- than what Bumstock is," Hepler
Knight assured the senators was Interfraternity Council community to raise their
numtion. Hepler assured them that, said.
that no drastic changes would be President Ryan Dean, present to bers from making up 7 percent
at least for now, there would be
Vice President of Financial happening soon.
explain this year's Greek Week. of the' student population, to
no large changes in basic struc- Affairs Ross Bartlett agreed,
"They're not going to actualThe week kicks off with a becoming twenty-five percent of
ture of the event.
saying that it was the job of ly do anything until June. Greek Parade on Monday the population
in the next three
"As it is now, Bumstock will Student Government to oversee They're looking for more input September 24 and also includes to five years.
be able to happen at its original the event, not to plan it.
from students and faculty," campus-wide events, such as the
Ryan Dean said that to
location, at the traditional time
"We hire people to do this," Knight said.
Campus Clean-up on Sept. 30, achieve this, more effort will
of year," Hepler said.
Bartlett said.
She encouraged the senate to followed by a cook out on the need to be put forth by both facAnd while some senators
With a director still missing, voice their opinions to the mall to which all clean-up par- ulty and
staff.
showed interest in taking the plan- the Senate left further discussion board, as well as to try and think ticipants are welcome.
"If they want us to get to
ning of Bumstock into their own for another time.
beyond the Orono campus.
Dean said that some of the twenty-five percent, we will
hands,Hepler discouraged the idea.
Another controversial issue
"Think about the system enthusiasm behind trying to need some help," Dean said.

BEAT
From Page 3
up, the car was towed and
impounded. The operator of the
vehicle was identified as Jeffrey
Begin,20. Begin indicated that he
was aware the decal had been
stolen and that he used it because
he could not afford one. He was
issued a summons for receiving
stolen property.

Road onto College Avenue. The
officer stopped the vehicle. While
walking to the driver's side window, the officer noticed an open
case of Budweiser beer in the
back seat. The driver, Dustin
Doucet, 20, of Pembroke, Mass.,
was asked if he had any alcohol
in the car. Doucet said that he did
not. When told that the officer
had seen the case of Budweiser,
Doucet retrieved it from the back,
producing several full bottles of
beer. He was issued a summons
for possession of alcohol by a
minor and warned for the stop
sign violation.

Peter Duquette, 19, reached into
the center console and produced a
baggie with a usable amount of
marijuana in it. A search of the
car produced a multi-colored
glass pipe next to Duquette's
seat. No other contraband was
found. As a result, Duquette was
issued a summons for possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia.

Public Safety suspects
dumpster fire was arson
By Casey Carbonneau
Staff Writer

A fire was set in a trash dumpster adjacent to Cumberland Hall
early Sunday morning,authorities
Multiple drug charges for said.
man caught in woods near
Police received a call at 1 a.m.
Hilltop lot
on Sunday, Sept. 19, from a resiRock against Reefer
A man was issued two sum- dent of
Cumberland Hall. The
A woman was issued a summons following a situation in resident said
there was a small
mons at a gate check at the Rock
the woods beyond the Hilltop fire in the
long
dumpster next to
Burn ride goes bad
Against Rape concert on
parking lot on Thursday, Sept. the hall. An officer
arrived on
A man was issued a summons 16, at 8:50 p.m. An officer on
Saturday, Sept. 18, at 6:55 p.m.
scene, extinguished the fire and
The event being held in the athlet- for drug possession following a patrol of the lot noticed four
secured the area. Moments later
ic field area was gated off with situation in the Stewart parking people in the woods. He the
Orono Fire Department
signs posted that stated no alco- lot on Friday, Sept. 17, at 9:10 observed the people sit down arrived.
hol, drugs, weapons or backpacks p.m. Officers were in the area of and then saw a spark come from
"We do believe it was intenwere permitted. A woman,identi- the Stewart lot attempting to the area. He walked over to the tional,"
said detective Chris
fied as Rachyl Coakley, 21,came locate a subject. An officer people and shined his flashlight
Gardner from University of
into the area. Upon emptying her observed a light go on and off in their area. He asked one man,
Maine Department of Public
pockets, a small tin was produced quickly in a green car while identified as John LaJoie, 18, to
Safety. Though damage was minthat contained two marijuana going by. The officer stopped and stand up. When he stood up, a
imal,the potential for damage and
joints. She was issued a summons asked the four people inside the baggie and pipe were seen on
loss of life was real. A fire left to
car if any of them had seen any- the ground. LaJoie attempted to
for possession of marijuana.
burn in that area could have easithing suspicious. When the win- cover the items with his foot. He
ly spread to buildings, trees and
Man summonsed for drug dow was rolled down, the officer was asked about them and
cars, police said. Investigators are
possesion after running stop sign noticed that the inside of the car denied that the objects existed.
treating this matter seriously,
A man was issued a summons was filled with smoke. The offi- The other people were searched
"We have several leads,"
following a traffic stop on cer determined that the smoke and.nothing more was found. As
Gardner said. "We are actively
College Avenue on Saturday, was from marijuana and asked a result, LaJoie was issued two
Sept. 18, at 12:35 a.m. An officer the people in the car if they had summonses for possession of
on patrol noticed a vehicle drive any more.They said that they had marijuana and possession of
•
through the stop sign at Long smoked it all. One of the people, drug paraphernalia.

investigating the case."
Whether the fire was an act of
vandalism or a protest against the
presence of the dumpsters has yet
to be determined. But the controversy over the dumpsters is what
elevates the importance of the
case.
"[The dumpsters] personally
have not been a problem for me,"
said Nathan Gordon. resident
director of Cumberland Hall.
"But I have heard that they look
dirty and gross."
Gordon said this is the first
incident to occur involving the
newly
placed
dumpsters.
Administration is now just waiting on more information from
authorities, he said. This could
mean the dumpsters will need to
- FE 'w"3elled over by resident assistants and resident directors during
their nightly rounds, although
nothing has been decided.
Anyone who has any information regarding the fire is encouraged to contact the University of
Maine Public Safety at (207)
581-4053.
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NO COMMITMENT
NO HIDDEN COSTS
(THAT'S WHAT GIRLFRIENDS ARE FOR)

Prepaid wireless, that's what Talkrracker is for.

TalkTracker
• 300 Bonus Minutes at activation
• 500 Daytime Minutes
• Unlimited Nights and Weekends
• FREE Text Messaging through November 13th
• Includes Nationwide Long Distance

Kyocera
Rave
$50 Phone

U.S.Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
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Peer Ed awaits assesment results
By Pattie Barry
Head Copy Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO BY AMANDA MCFADDEN

ON THE JOB — Rebecca Woods works alongside other
Peer Ed members last week in the office in the basement
of Estabrook Hall. Peer Ed is being evaluated and assesed
by the Deans of Students office to determine if it is needed
at UMaine any longer.
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ect each month, such as
"Alcohol Awareness Month,"
she said.
"Being on campus is a great
way to be educated for school,
but there are a whole lot of other
ways that people need to be educated," Munster said.
Though administrators agree
the program is on the right track,
they look forward to the results
of the assessment. "I definitely support this
reassessment," Fiandaca said.
"Reassessing where it's at now
can only help the program and
the students that we serve."
Smith said she felt now is the
appropriate time to act on
assessing the program, as it has
spent a fair amount of time
within Residential Life and
Programs.
"You should be assessing a
program all the time, but you
want to be genuine in your
assessment," Smith said.
"If you don't look inward,
you'll never really know what's
going on," Dana said.
Goals of the assessment
include improving the program
to the best of its ability under
the current budget, making the
program more synergistic and
focusing on creating competent,
capable students from a life
skills perspective. These students can make a community
that is a more caring and safe
environment, where students
can learn and grow, Dana said.
"We have to be flexible and
responsive to student needs and
I want to make sure that's true
for every program to which I am
responsible," said Dana.
Proposals from the Peer Ed
staff are due to the dean's office
by Nov. 1, and Dana indicated
that he would decide on how the
office will proceed by Dec. 1.
As of now, the only decision
that would affect the program
this year might be that Peer Ed
might be relocated from
Estabrooke Hall or have to adapt
some resources.
"I hope from this that the
deans and everybody will be on
the same page in that [Peer Ed]
has great potential to make a
difference on this campus,"
Fiandaca said.
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The Peer Education Program,
a presence on this campus for
more than 20 years, will soon be
assessed by the Deans of
Students office in an effort to
evaluate the program's role on
campus and refocus its mission.
The assessment, which is currently in the preliminary stages,
will take place over the course
of the semester and affect how
Peer Ed operates in the future,
said Barbara Smith, director of
Residential Life and Programs.
The assessment comes as part
of a broader reorganization of
Residence Life and Programs'
parent, the Division of Student
Affairs, said Robert Dana, dean
of students. In assessing this
program and others, Dana said
he hopes to start discussing the
integration of all areas that have
to do with "life skills, wellness
and the primary prevention of
social ills."
The program, long a staple at
the University of Maine, has
seen more than one administrative home — though all in the
Division of Student Affairs —
and has fallen under the watch
Life
and
of Residential
Programs for the past two years.
While the concept of peers
educating peers is one that the
current administration values,
the campus has rearranged the
program in the past several
years, and many other groups
have assumed some of the roles
that Peer Ed used to provide,
Smith said.
"It makes sense to reassess
where [the program] is going
and what its niche is," Smith
said.
In the late nineties, Peer Ed
was a big force on campus as the
only peer-educating group,
explained Angela Fiandaca, the
graduate assistant who heads the
Other
program this year.
groups, such as A.D.A.P.T..
Greek Peer Ed, Multicultural
Ambassadors and the Onward
Program have all assumed some
of the roles which The Peer
Education Program used to fill,
Smith said.
"Nobody is doubting the edu-

cational impact of peers educating peers," Smith said.
Peer Ed's current program
dates back to a time when RAs
were considered program representatives and were required to
plan activities in the halls during the week. While Peer Ed
filled that role in the past, now
RAs work in community development models, where presentations are brought in based on the
needs of the community, she
said.
"It's like you have this really
great round peg, but you don't
have a round hole," said Smith.
However, there are some
instances in which Peer Ed is
the only provider of these services. Peer Ed, with about eight
or nine students on staff currently, is the only group that has student employees working to
advance student's concerns.
While some of the students are
paid through work study, other
students have elected to work in
the office for credit, Smith said.
"Coordination of a lot of
things on campus is a big part of
this," Dana said.
In years past, Peer Ed featured about 14 student workers,
said Jodi Munster, a peer educator who has been with the program for five semesters. This
year there was pressure from
administration to keep the number of staff low. Also, because
the Peer Ed class can only be
taken for credit a limited number of times and not everyone
has work study, there is a high
turnover rate, Munster said.
Because of the changing
dynamic of campus,Peer Ed has
added a lot more programs in
the past few years, Munster
said.
Today, Peer Ed has grown to
encompass the topics of safe
sex, pregnancy, living with
roommates, sexual assault
awareness and developing study
skills. Presentations are typically made in the residence halls,
and the program has done presentations for classes by invitation. In addition, the educators
send out bulletin boards to the
halls each month, make "potty
posters" for them twice a month
and assemble an awareness proj-
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GLBT resource center offers something for everyone
New graduate assistant attempts to provide an informational haven for both gay and straight students
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
This fall, students of all sexual
persuasions have a place to go to
discuss all matters relating to the
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community.
The center is newly staffed by
Matthew Small, a graduate student in counseler education. Small
is also the newly appointed GLBT
liaison to the dean of students.
"I wouldn't have dared stepped
into a Rainbow Resource Center
when I was coming out," Small
said.

From his experience as a young
man struggling with his sexual
identity, Small understands the
great challenges GLBT students at
the University of Maine go
through and he is here to help.
"I feel very comfortable with
who I am," Small said. "I believe
that strengthens my ability to help
other people find a level of comfort with themselves."
Small has just begun working
at the year-old Rainbow Resource
Center, a place where he said
GLBT students can find support
and where all students and staff at
UMaine can find resources with

information pertaining to GLBT
culture and history. Small
rearranged the center so that his
desk would be visible by door but
the lounge area where resource
materials are located would not.
"Visibility is important," he
said. "People need to feel safe ...
I'm sensitive to the fact that people may be freaked out by the
rainbow."
The efforts of the Rainbow
Resource Center and of Small
have been greatly appreciated by
many GLBT students at UMaine.
"When you're here [at
UMainel you're lost and confused

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

PRIDE — Matthew Small reads one of the many books stocked in the Rainbow Resource
Center's GLBT litererature library. Small has reorganized the room this year to better
serve students' needs and reach out not only to the gay community but to straight students or faculty who may have questions or concerns.

and to have a place like the
Rainbow Resource Center is reassuring ... you don't feel as alone,"
said Stacy Trosper, treasurer of
Wilde Stein, a GLBT group at
UMaine.
Trosper comes from conservative Ohio and said UMaine is a
"fairly good" environment for
GLBT students, but notes that
while she hasn't had any negative
experiences because of her sexuality herself, she's "had friends
who've had some really had
ones."
"The campus is generally open
and accepting to GLBT students,"
Small says."However, we are part
of a community where a lot of students are from rural areas and are
not as exposed to GLBT people."
Small says one of his goals
with the Rainbow Resource
Center is to educate students who
may not have been previously
exposed to a diverse culture
because "ignorance breeds intolerance."
Small also recognizes the
importance of being a support system for these students if they
begin questioning their sexual
identity.
"Students who come from conservative backgrounds and discover they might be GLBT face an
uphill battle," he said."It's my job
to help them see that they're not
alone."
While the Rainbow Resource
Center shines as a place for comfort and support, it had problems
last year with vandalism.
"[The center had] over a dozen
instances of slurs written on the
door in graffiti," Small said. The
individual responsible for these
actions, however, was apprehended and no longer attends the university, Small said.
Associate Dean of Students
Angel Loredo recognizes that
there will always be people who
won't be accepting at every campus.
"It's unfortunate," Loredo
said."I think one of our roles is to
educate people to appreciate the
value of diversity."
Loredo also said that the
Rainbow Resource Center shows

the university's commitment to
diversity and for providing support for all of its students.
The challenge we have is to
expand our services to as many
people as possible," Laredo said.
He added that places like the
ALANA and student leadership
centers show how the university is
trying accomplish its goal.
One of Small's major goals is
to gain more heterosexual allies
on campus for the GLBT community.
"The more allies we have, the
better climate we'll have to offer,"
Small said. He wants to provide
information concerning the GLBT
community and host events open
to heterosexual individuals.
"[It is] just as important for
straight students to be aware of
GLBT issues as those of us who
are 'in the family,— Small said.
Small hopes achieving this
goal will help break down stereotypes and "make the reality of
GLBT visible on campus." He
also appreciates television networks like MTV,which included a
black and non-flamboyant gay
character in its new Real World
cast.
"Stereotypes are really dangerous to this community," Trosper
said. "Programming in the
Rainbow Resource Center helps
to destroy those stereotypes."
One of the biggest challenges
Small has faced is with the variety
of personalities and appearances
of the GLBT community.
"The minority population I
attempt to serve is invisible," he
said. "Students have to be selfidentifying to me for me to help
them."
Small hopes that more and
more students will continue to
take advantage of the services the
Rainbow Resource Center offers
and says he is always available for
speeches, discussions and even
just chatting.
The Rainbow Resource Center
is located in the basement of the
Union by the Wade Center and
WMEB.According to Loredo,the
room is dedicated to the founding
advisor of Wilde Stein, Dr.
Howard Schonberger.

Renters insurance can be a wise investment
There are some common misconceptions when it comes to
renters' insurance, said Laura
for
Margolis, spokeswoman
Hilary Gulbin, a Pennsylvania Allstate Insurance.
First, people do not realize how
State University student who lives
their belongings really are
much
in a dorm, didn't realize she could
she said.
worth,
get renters' insurance.
"Take an inventory," Margolis
"I didn't even know that was possible," she said. The New Jersey said. She suggests that when renters
undergrad lives in the newly finished count dishes, clothing and other
Fastview Terrace, and although her necessities — along with electronic
parents might pick up part of the tab equipment — they will see just how
in the event of a fire, she said she much money they have invested in
their apartment or dorm.
would also have to contribute.
Even if your belongings only
Of the 35 million renters in the
of a circa 1974 couch,some
consist
country, about 22 million are not
and a black-and-white
crates
milk
insured, according to the U.S.
to replace these dated
cost
the
TV,
Bureau.
Census
"Educating renters about the items could still be unaffordable,
need for insuring their belongings is according to Allstate.
"If you suffered a loss, it would
critical, as many individuals aren't
a lot of money to cover all that
take
aware of the need for renters' insurshe said.
stuff,"
Eric
loss,"
a
suffer
they
ance until
All that stuff, like textbooks,
Remer, chief executive officer of
The Conclave Group, LLC,said in stereo systems and jewelry, could
cost thousands to replace.
a news release.
By Nichole Dobo
Knight Ridder
News Service
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This is more than the average
renter can probably afford to shell
out.
Some people, upon inspection
of their lease, may notice the landlord carries insurance on the building.
Does this does mean that the
landlord will replace that $5,000
Louis Vuitton bag if it melts to a
puddle of hot-pink molten goo?
No, Margolis said.
Most landlords only carry coverage on the actual building and the
contents that belong to him or her,
she said.
However, Gulbin and her friend
Kelly Kalmar, of Pittsburgh,
remember a flood in Simmons Hall
at Penn State one year, and the university picked up the cost for the
damaged goods.
"The school helped pay for it,"
Kalmar said.
Even so, if your television gets
stolen or your neighbor burns
down the joint with a cigarette,
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most landlords will not pay up
and may not be legally bound to
do so.
Many twentysomethings are on
a student or entry-level job budget,
Margolis said, so the cost for
renters' insurance is "relatively
low."
Rates should fall between 45
cents and a buck a day, depending
on variables such as the area where
they live or what is insured.
Margolis said.
So, for the sake of budgeting,
let's say it will cost about 50 cents a
day.
That adds up to be about 15
bucks a month — less than an average night out in a college town.
Stick to cheese pizza every
month and renters' insurance can fit
into a renter's budget, Margolis
said.
"For about the cost of an extra
topping on your pizza [each day],
you can get renters' insurance," she
said.

Making
mischief?

POLICE
BEAT

Responsibly,
the only way
to drink
It's finally Thursday. If you've hit
the big birthday, you're probably
going to swing by the Bear Brew for
some beers with the boys or Ushuaia
for the cheap well drinks. Chances
are,even if your 21st isn't for another year or two, you and your buds
have a date with a couple six-packs.
Something to think about before
you start knocking them back:
Samantha Spady, 19, was found
dead at a Colorado State University
fraternity house Sunday after she
drank so much that her blood-alcohol content was 0.43,five tunes the
legal limit for a Colorado driver,
according to a report by
TheOmahaCharuiel.com.
That's right — five times the
legal limit. You would think that this
would be the act of a student who
was out-of-control and immature,
but that wasn't Spady — her friends
describe her as being very responsible. It wasn't like her to drink too
much,they say. Just like you,right?
Before you crack open the El
Toro tonight, remember these suggestions from the Poison Control
Center: If someone passes out,
someone watching them should try
to wake them up. If they don't
respond,call 911. If they have trouble breathing or if they're choking on
their vomit, call 911. Do not be
afraid to call 911, whether you're of
age or not — it could mean life and
death, and too often, college students are passing their limits and
paying the highest price.

Football team
starts gaining
speed
If 'you're a student at the
University of Maine,the majority
of your deep thoughts about collegiate sports circling this fine
institution has largely to do with
hockey.
Instead, the quiet chatter oncampus seems to be circling around
UMaine's football — and for good
reason. Thanks to a victory against
the University of Mississippi that •
has taken the athletically-minded
people on-campus by storm,
UMaine can boast a victory against
a Division I-A school.
This new tone of a budding
football team has only been continued with Brandon McGowan
being named U.S. Today'sESPN's Division I-AA Defensive
Player of the Week and Atlantic
10 Defensive Player of the Week.
Kick ass. Keep it up, Black
Bears.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words and should
include the author's name, address, academic major or job title mid phone number or e-mail address, The Maine
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Consolidate, but communicate
UMS strategic plan relies on cooperation
flushing of educational options if
It looks like the architects of
campuses are eliminated or if
the UMS merger plan may need a
tuition increases follow, and they
little help from their friends,
haven't been quiet about it. Their
whether they admit it or not.
objections have been heard loud
The situation is dire: A funding
and clear, and although it would
crunch drove the board of trustees
be nice to continue offering the
to give the green light to a stratestate university option in its presgic plan that would save the sysent
form, there is one thing that
year
by
combintem $12 million a
PRODUCTION MANAGER
propels the system in a capitalist
ing the University of Southern
Maine and the University of spokesman John Diamond calls nation, and it isn't the innate right
Maine at Augusta and create a "serious underfunding" of student of residents to higher learning. For
partnership among campuses at financial aid, teacher education, the sake of the system, the most
Fort Kent, Presque Isle and nursing programs, and research judicious course of action seems
Machias, despite pleas from com- and development, among other to be to bear through the changes
munity members to find another things. Prospects are bleak that and keep communicating to find a
Gov. Baldacci will be able to pri- better solution — that is, if any of
solution.
In another signal the budget oritize these requests into the the suits are listening.
Though we can admit that a
has reached crisis status, already too-tight budget for 2006Chancellor Joseph Westphal will 2007, according to a report by the merger of this degree may be necessary — though not ideal — to
request $29 million more from the Bangor Daily News.
What the solution of a merger
state at the end of this week to
See UMS on Page 5
compensate for what UMS means to some Mainers is the

Letters to the Editor
[Seeking Homer] demanded."
•Seeking Homer speaks out
I am writing in response to the Sigma Phi Epsilon, not Seeking
article titled, "Rock against Rape Homer, made the phone call and
Signs Local Headliner," in the Sept. offered the performance months
ago. We simply agreed to do the
20 edition of The Maine Campus.
I'd like to clarify some facts show, period. Therefore, it's ridicuwhich I feel that we — Seeking lous to see quotes like "It was upsetting to think we were having the
Homer — were misrepresented.
I'd also like to thank some of our screws put to us," when,in fact, Sig
fans, students at UMaine, who Ep made the offer in the first place?
We didn't demand anything. An
informed us of this article.
The first fact that was miscon- offer was made,we accepted.
Secondly, the statement "the
strued was "how much money they

Ti'MAINTE

CAMPUS
The liniveNty of Maine newspaper since 1875

Sews Editor Rick Redmond • 581 1270
news@malnerampus.com

band was playing shows at college
campuses through the National
Association for Campus Activities
for $1200.00" was also misconstrued. We play shows under
NACA's guidelines at reduced
rates, if three or four consecutive
college shows are strung together
within a regional area, thus reducing travel costs for the band. This
Sig Ep show was not affiliated with
NACA. Therefore, your facts
See LETTERS on Page 5
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It's amazing the small changes
UMaine can go through in one
summer. I leave for my four
months of fun in the sun, missing
the school I love, return, and it's
all a little different. Our president
is gone, the food's questionable,
the market has been moved, we
have a new Bananas the Bear,and
parking is horrible. Granted, the
first month is always a transition,
trying to work through class
issues, parking issues,food issues
and occasionally roommate
issues; yet different nonetheless.
And of course,some of the issues
have been around forever, but this
year,they seem a little worse than
last year.
It's funny, in an odd sense of
the word,that when giving directions to get to my hall, I have to
tell people to look for the Big M,
turn right, and when you see the
large overflowing dumpster, you
are here. Don't get me wrong, I
am alright with the dumpsters. I
see no problem with taking a few
extra steps to save people some
hassle on trash day. As for the
look of our campus,I see the concern. No one wants to look out
his or her window to see a large,
smelly metal object outside. But,
rest assured, it is being taken care
of — I read it in an e-mail.
As for our beloved Bananas,
he's always going to be Bananas.
Putting him in a new costume
doesn't change who he is on the
inside, unless of course there is a
new person on the inside. Just
because he looks a little mean —
we'll say intimidating — doesn't
mean he shouldn't be accepted as
UMaine's newest version of our
mascot. Intimidating is the way to
be. Visiting hockey players tend
to be when faced with thousands
of screaming fans in the Alfond
Arena. That's not the reason we
win of course — we have an awesome team — but, intimidation
has some role.
Intimidation is a great tool,
and I dare say a plus to the image
of Bananas, who can change the
direction of his hat, change his
shoes, yet still entertain us with
See CHANGE on Page 9
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UMS
From Page 8
keep the university financially
afloat, it is deplorable that UMS
faculty have not been more
included in the construction of
mechanisms that they themselves
'
will be chiefly affected by.
According to a Sept. 20 article
in the Bangor Daily News,merger
leaders have neglected to keep
communication up with professors about these major changes
and what they would mean for
each campus' faculty.
"[Faculty] have no definition
of what 'consortium' means,"
Bruno Hicks told the NEWS.
They aren't clear on the implications of having one consolidated
budget for multiple campuses
would work, and they wonder
why a feasibility study wasn't
done on this model, he said. The
professors are in the dark, and
they, of all people, shouldn't be.
Though the economic issue is
undeniable, the engineers of the
merger should remember that
fundamentally, the University of
Maine System is riot a business..
It is not a factory, and it is not an
environment in which certain
pieces can be deleted or added as
if they were merely cogs in a
machine. By leaving the people
whose careers are rooted in the
institution out of the process,

CHANGE
From Page 8
stripping during hockey games.
Seriously, that's all we wanted in
a mascot anyway,right?
Parking- is yet another story
that has been told — another song
already sung. It's pointless to
elaborate on such a topic because
it gets us nowhere. I suppose it's
something we have to live with,
despite the inconvenience of
walking from Hiltop to Hart
because every single parking spot
on this campus has been occupied, by some cars, which I am
sure that have no permit at all.
If we have to walk, we should
at least be able to see where we
are going. If the issue of parking
isn't going to be fixed, then
please take a look at the lighting
on campus. Compromise here
has to mean something.

LETTERS
From Page 8
regarding pricing are incomparable.
We perform over a hundred shows
a year, and our freelance pricing
varies from show to show, state to
state, and college to college. It's
based on a long list of variables and
needs: tour length,gas,hotels,food,
lodging, mileage, event, sets, set
length, etc. —2 not to mention an
repairs, instrument maintenance
and accessories. In addition, our
contracts are supposed to be kept
confidential between the parties
involved. We were shocked to read
that a member of campus activities
felt obliged to expose Seeking
Homer's confidential contract information, which is usually not the
practice of professional business
conduct.
What really doesn't make sense
is die fact that we've ainT,had a
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merger engineers are suggesting
that faculty, student and community input are not absolutely crucial to the discussion. This
would be a direct indication that
the campuses are simply
expendable divisions of a conglomerate that smacks of corporate corruption.
Of course, this is a bold conclusion that I'm sure the planners
do not subscribe to. But in order
to keep their principles in line
with their actions, I call to the
engineers of the strategic plan to
include faculty — who define the
calibur of the educational experience in the University of Maine
System — and give them the
respect and credit they are due.
The merger planners owe it to
these key players to treat them as
the esteemed colleagues they are,
instead of whiny obstacles to
their master plan.
Let this stand as a challenge to
merger planners to prove they are
working toward a plan that will
benefit UMS as an educational
environment, rather than as a
business venture. Show us that
you view the university as a network of educational institutions
whose priority should be providing the best higher learning experience possible. Prove to us by
ceasing to alienate faculty from
the process that we can trust you
with decisions as exigent as this.
Tracy Collins is a senior
journalism major.
On the lighter side of the
whole thing,think about the great
things UMaine does have. Our
friends are here and our lives are
here. We have the right to say
what we want and do what we
want. The professors are mostly
intelligent and some of the most
influential people we will ever
meet. We get to watch our sports
teams do awesome things, like
the football team beating
Mississippi. We get to hear
bands, attend political rallies —
regardless of who is speaking —
and basically just be college students in the transition to being on
our own.
I think it's time for a little optimism in such a cynical world.
Let's not think about negatives
that weigh us down with no bearing. Instead, let's focus on the
positives that make a difference.
It's time to move on.
Bethany Bubar is a ,sophmore
journalism major.
positive experience at UMaine.
We've built solid relationships with
students and fans. We've enjoyed
performing there at events like
Bumstock and on-campus radio. I
guess we just expected a little more
from the UMaine community, The
Maine Campus, and Campus
Activites. None of us are rich,pampered rock stars. You won't see us
flaunting our bling-bling up and
down the red carpeted runways.
An open invitation is given to all
who want to ride in 01' Blue, our
1993 Chevy touring van,which has
265,000 miles on it. We were
looking forward to the concert at
Sig Ep. Instead, we were smeared
in an article, and worst of all, our
performance was cancelled three
days prior to playing. I have no ill
will towards Sig Ep,but a deal is a
deal, and deals aren't made to be
broken.
Dave Oberacker
Singer-guitarist for Seeking
,„;
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Skanky,shameless shenanigans
What happened to the art of boozing?
Here at the University of
Maine we have many different
students with many different
interests. And contrary to popular belief, this univiersity does
well to accommodate as many of
those interests as it can. For students that love athletics, there
are numerous sporting events to
attend, and if you enjoy participating in sports, there are many
different intramurals you can
join. For the gym rat, UMaine
has the Latti Fitness Center. For
the bookworm, there is the quiet
confines of the 3rd floor at
Folger Library.
These various activities not
only pass time, they also help
students blow off steam. Now
with this being said, all of the
aforementioned activities are
fine, but like many of you out
there, I blow of steam by getting
myself quite royally shitfaced.
You see, I'm an old school
drinker. I don't really need a
time or place nor do I need a
rhyme or a reason to drink. If I
go to a bar I don't care what it
looks like. Hell, I'd pound beers
in an outhouse in the back
woods of Veazie if I had to.
Which brings me to my point.
I think college kids have become
way too "pussified" when it
comes to drinking. Nowadays
college kids need a bar that's
"clean" or that is "up to fire
code." This was never more evident than last year at a bar in Old
Ten North
Town called
Main. On one fateful Thursday

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
night during the fall semester,
the'men's bathrooms were out of
order, forcing many of the male
patrons to piss into buckets. The
next day, there was a angry buzz
campus.
rolling
around
Everyone was bitching and
moaning. I overheard one guy
complaining because the place
smelled "like stale beer and
urine".
Are you friggin' kidding me?
Have college kids as a whole
turned into complete and total
pansies? A bar that "smells like
stale beer and urine?" Welcome
to college dude. Hey hard-on,
you better finish your Smimoff
Ice so you can run home and talk
to your internet girlfriend.
Not to mention this is No.Ten
we are talking about people. It
ain't exactly the high roller suite,
is it? I don't know about you,but
I don't expect four-star restrooms at a place with firearms
mounted on the wall. I went in
there last Tuesday and 62-yearold woman nicknamed "ShitStain" bought me a beer —
we're going out again Friday.
It's just like my dad used to
say when I'd complain about
mom's cooking: "Somewhere in

Africa, son, there's a starving
kid who would kill for that
meal." Well guess what people?
Somewhere in Africa there is a
little kid who would kill just for
one shot of Jagermeister to coat
his little, albeit bloated, tummy.
And do you think this kid would
complain if he had to drink his
little shot in a dive bar? Hell no.
He's used to sleeping in a structure made of turd and twigs. To
this boy, the No. Ten would be
like the Ritz Canton.
I'd like to rekindle an old college term that has died out over
the past few years: booze hound.
You see the word booze means,
of course, alcoholic beverages.
The word hound means, a dog
used in hunting,especially when
hunting by scent. Therefore, a
good booze hound can sniff
around and find the best parties.
A booze hound loves to hunt for
drink specials, and he or she
knows what to do when he finds
them. Most importantly, booze
hounds don't complain, even if
they have to sleep outside or
drink from the toilet.
I hope to see many of my fellow booze hounds out at the bar
this semester. Maybe you can sit
down and have a few drinks with
me. And don't worry about paying — we can just put the drinks
on Shit-Stain's tab.
Travis Cowing is performing
at the Sports Arena in Bangor
on Friday, Sept. 24, if you want
to heckle him, or see his tiny
penis.

Dubya's reality check
Dems and some Republicans fear Bush is out of touch
President George Bush on
Tuesday continued with an all-too
familiar trend of division and
dichotomy; this time in the realm of
the United Nations. In the opening
address,Bush gave a speech ringing
with rhetoric aimed at deepening
the separation of "for us or against
us." It seems that overwhelmingly,
the world has turned to the latter.
Choosing,as he continually has,
to ignore the chaos, growing violence,and loss of control in Iraq and
Afghanistan,Bush stood firm in his
support of a failing policy. Each day
that goes by seems to find our
President further and further from
reality. This may appear to be stubbomess for some. Many voters in
America fmd this immovability to
be characteristic of a strong leader.
However, a strong leader does not
subvert the truth for a fantasy world
in an attempt to garner votes from
people who want to believe what he
says.
Tuesday's speech illustrated very
well the extent to which Bush has
lost sight of reality. It is unclear
whether the things he says are really representative of what he truly
feels,or whether his words are completely devoid of any meaning,
much like his 2000 campaign promises: "I will not engage in nationbuilding."
For example, one of the
strongest messages Bush delivered
to the United Nations in New York
was this line: "We know that dictators are quick to choose aggression,
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while free nations strive to resolve
differences in peace. We know that
oppressive governments support
terror, while free governments fight
the terrorists in their midst. We
know that free peoples embrace
progress and life, instead of becoming the recruits for murderous ideologies." Taken literally, the United
States is now controlled by a dictator, who chooses quick aggression.
It is also true that the results, so far,
of U.S. intervention in Iraq and
Afghanistan has created a hotbed
for terrorists. Afghanistan, the
seemingly forgotten first mission,is
now under the control of warlords
who are engaged in a power struggle for the nation.
Despite reality, Bush continues
with the determination that got us
into trouble in the first place. It is
painfully evident that the United
States is undermanned in both occupations, but instead of making a
case to the United Nations which
might actually result in assistance,
the President's words aimed at making non-coalition nations feel
ashamed for disregarding their
"obligation to help build a [free]
world".
In Bush's reality, there is no grey
area,just black and white.This type
of thinlcing has led to a loss of sup-

port across the world. Secretary
General Kofi Annan expressed grave
reservation concerning Iraq, and
whether or not Bush feels the rule of
law applies to himself. 'Inking note
of the atrocities insurgents have been
commiting,as well as those enacted
at the now infamous Abu Graib
prison, Annan suggested that "those
who seek to bestow legitimacy must
themselves embody it, and those
who invoke international law must
themselves submit to it."
Recently, even leaders of Bush's
own party have become outspoken
in their criticism of clearly ill-fated
policies. Senators Chuck Hagel and
John McCain have voiced concern
about the way things are going in
Iraq, and offered suggestions for
improving the situation. Senator
Richard Luger went a step further,
claiming "incompetence" has
marked the handling of the war.
These comments, especially during
an election period, cannot be dismissed.
Certainly it is never a good
thing to witness a president who is
acting out of touch with reality.
When the actions of that president
are resulting in widespread death
and misery — that is another thing
altogether. Given the record of miscalculation and deception, if Bush
wins re-election —which he is
poised to do right now — it would
seem the American people are out
of touch as well.
Michael Rocque is a senior sociology major,
,
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Can I get a
martini?

Claim your prize!
Winners chosen in video
game contest Page 12

Page 12

MUSIC

Talib Keweli
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 24
Ushuaia
$20 - $25
Motor Booty Affair
Friday, Sept. 24
Seadog, Bangor
Midnight Mosiac
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 24
Memorial Union

LIVING
THE
LYRICS

Monothief
8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 30
Memorial Union
Free

ART
"Without Borders"
12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 25
Ayers Island
Free
"The Faculty Collects"
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Through Sunday, Oct. 10
Carnagie Hall
Free

By Marshall Dury
Editor In Chief

"Glimpse Into a Lost World"
Through Monday,
Dec. 20
Hudson Museum
Free

n his first book of poetry,"Blinking With Fists,"
Billy Corgan joins the ranks of several other musicians turned poets. It could be said that singers too
often jump into the pool of poetry — thinking their
lyrics will make for good literature. In Corgan's case,
that argument presents itself as the book develops,
but the inherent quality of passion for the words and the rythmical quality shines through.

I

Entertainment:
$1 Climbing Night
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Through Wednesday, Sept. 29
Maine Bound Center
$1

A self-proclaimed perfectionist and workaholic, Corgan's

MOVIES
"Troy"
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept 22 and
Friday, Sept 24
DPC 100
Free
The 1st Annual Dollar Baby
Film Festival
7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 25
DPC 100
$5

THEATER
"Taps Dogs"
8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 25
Maine Center for the Arts
"Dracula"
Friday, Sept. 24
Penobscot Theatre

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50 cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
1/2 price entrees

If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Kearney on FirstClass.

Illustration from the
cover of Billy
Corgan's poetry
collection, "Blinking
With Fists."

passion for his art spans the divide between literature and his
name within the music scene — the
now defunct, Smashing Pumpkins
BOOK
and Zwan. Instead of dwelling on
his fame,Corgan launches the read- REVIEW
er into a heart-wrenching account
of what it is like to live as a man
who feels lost without love in his
life.
In the opening poem "The
Poetry of my Heart," Corgan sets
the stage for a theme that prevails
through his book: "But still it
requires your push / Because a
push requires intent / And intent
requires desire / And desire registers in this body as need / Do you
need me?"
Corgan's message often relies
on playing with words and the
inherent rhythm or cadence a
poem will find as it develops.
Notably different than some poetry in academia, Corgan's writing
and messages at times seem
almost explicit in their theme but
ambiguous in their worth to anyone but the writer. At times, however, the lamentation of a child
who's lost his way does grows
old.
What keeps this book together
and worth reading is Corgan's
uncompromising passion for what
he says and to who he is. Known
for his lyrics that exposed all too
much of his personal being, his
lyrical poems are a more intimate
sketch — if that is possible — of
what '90s rock fans were never
shown on or off camera during his band's prime.
Wading through Corgan's self-defeating poems, the reader
may notice a stronger voice developing halfway through the
book. As is with any collection of poems,the arrangement and
flow of one poem to the next was carefully planned. The
See CORGAN on Page 13

Billy Corgan
makes leap

from songwriter
to poet in new
collection,

"Blinking With
Fists"
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Timecube.com: Where reality as we know it is a lie
inding nut cases on the
Internet is easier than
NASCAR
finding
bumper stickers in a WalMart parking lot. Well, watch out,
loyal reader, because a Class A
specimen can be found at
Timecube.com. The Webmaster,
self-proclaimed "wisest man on
earth" Gene Ray, has run this den
of insanity for seven years and
counting. The layout is almost as
bad as the Falcons Nest
(http://www.angelfire.com/
sc/thefalcono. There is no home
page or individual sections in
Tiinecube. You just have to scroll
down one long page into the spiraling madness at the bottom.
The premise of the Web page is

F

By Mike Hartwell
to inform the masses that the universe as we know it is a lie. Ray has
various graphs that show that each
day is really four separate days
occurring simultaneously. He
assures you that the day is naturally divided into four parts, sunup,
midday, sundown and midnight.
He is very sure of this. A few years

ago he was equally zealous that the
day is divided differently into four
parts. The Web site used to speak
of morning, early afternoon, late
afternoon and evening. It appears
that Ray is a man of science after
all and exchanged his crazy, ironclad view for a similar crazy view.
The entire Web page is written
without grammatical editing.
Between countless examples of
Ray calling you stupid and "educated evil" youll fmd little gems
like,"The academia created 1 day
greenwich time is bastardly queer
and dooms future youth and nature
to a hell."
There is a lot of resentment for
Greenwich central time in his Web
page. Ray makes it out to be an

international conspiracy. After all,
when it's noon in England, why
should it be night elsewhere on the
same day? This seems to confuse
our dear webmaster,so he made up
an obviously fake letter in broken
English about a teacher confessing
to sign an affidavit stating that she
would "uphold the Greenwich
myth until death." For the record,
the last quote was originally typed
with the Capp Lock feature on.
If you continue to scroll down
the endless page,you'll notice subtle little racist ideologies. It builds
and builds, until finally he
explodes with "Integration is a
racial slop, destroying all of the
races."
At one point, Ray promises a

thousand dollar reward to anyone
who can prove that the earth is not
a four-sided sphere. This sounds
like an easy task. Unfortunately, to
win you also need to convince him
that his theory is honkers. That
would require an answer spoken in
his brand of spaceman logic. Even
if you could pull that off with the
rising costs of Web space and tinfoil
helmets,Ray is probably broke.
The page is not to be taken
lightly. If you read Ray for too
long you will experience physical
pain from the onslaught of lunacy.
Do not try to make sense of the
illogical flow of bad science and
conspiracy theorem or you may
experience the pain of death fourfold.

'Doom 3'
especially
creepy
By Matt Desmond
Staff Writer
"Doom" holds the crown as
the most popular computer game
of all time. Currently it holds the
record as the most downloaded
piece of shareware since the start
of the internet. But what made
"Doom" so
special? And
what made the
game so great

VIDEO
GAME
REVIEW

it
that
spawned two
sequels?
can't say for sure what made
"Doom" so great, but I remember
playing it until late at night and
being scared out of my mind. The
newly released "Doom 3" evokes
similiar emotions.
"Doom 3" is more of a remake
of"Doom" than anything — with
excellent graphics,sound,dynamic texture and lighting and a
whole lot of scare. The basic
premise of the game remains the
same as its predecesor: you play a
Marine assigned to a research outpost on Mars — nothing too original. When the scientists stumble
onto something they shouldn't
have — nothing minor,just a portal to hell — you have to fight
your way off the station. All of the
staple "Doom" weapons have
returned, including the chainsaw,
the BFG, the shotgun and everyone's favorite, the plasma gun.
However, you are not thrust
directly into combat when you
first start the game. You are actually assigned a security patrol and
perform some various tasks to get
accustomed to the standard keyboard layout. The action does not
begin until you witness a scientist
open the portal by accident. From
there, a cinematic sequence
begins showing imps, lost souls
and other various ghoulies pour
in. From here on out, it is all run
and gun combat as you advance
through the game.
One thing this game definitely has is atmosphere. The
graphics are lush, the sound is
superb and the texture overall
and lighting definitely lends a
hand to the creepy atmosphere

COURTESY PHOTO BY SIGN.COM

A marine (above,foreground) aims his Weapon at a
zombie in the long-awaited, latest installment in the Doom
series, Doom 3. Screenshot (right) displays the intense
atmosphere that Doom fans hoped the game would
embody.
of the game. At times all you 3" to "Doom," but you can defican hear is the beating of your nitely see how much technology
own heart as you cautiously has changed in the past eleven
make your way through the cor- years. Instead of the well-lit
ridors of the research station. rooms of "Doom," you will now
Sometimes the game is just too make your way through dark cordark and you are forced to ridors mildly lit by emergency
choose between having a lights. Also of note are the ingame cinematics are done with
the "Doom 3" engine. The results
are a smooth transition from
gameplay to cinematic scenes and
vice-versa.
The enemies are absolutely
stunning. The first time you see
an imp you will be too busy picking your jaw up off the floor to
shoot at it. When you shoot at an
enemy they will take damage in
real time and the wound§ will
vary depending on the type of
weapon used. So if you shoot an
enemy in the head with your shotgun,the head will almost explode,
while shooting them with a pistol
will not have nearly the same
effect.
The sounds in "Doom 3" are
weapon drawn or using your
flashlight to pick your way incredible, from the cha-chink of
the reloading of the shotgun, to
through the game.
hi terms of graphics though, the god-awful moans of zomthe game is absolutely gorgeous. biefied employees of the Union
Obviously, it would be unfair to Aerospace Corporation. In short,
compare the graphics of "Doom the sound captures the mood of

At times, all you
can hear is the beating of your heart as
you cautiously
make your way
through the
corridors

the atmosphere perfectly.
The gameplay itself has been
handled nicely. Just as in the
original, you'll have to find keycards to open doors,however, you
won't be running around looking
for the keycards — which could
become tedius. Instead, the keycards are collected through various PDAs scattered throughout
the station. Not only will you get
access to various sections of the
station, you can listen to audio
logs and sift through e-mails to
find key codes to various storage
containers. However,I must complain about the keyboard layout.
The layout was done differently
than most other first-person
shooters and can be confusing at
times.
Another complaint is that the
weapons seem very unbalanced.

Three shots from a pistol will kill
a lost soul, but it takes three or
more for a shotgun to kill a lost
soul. It is funny how it takes ten
shots with a pistol to kill an imp,
but only two blasts from the shottie to fall this enemy.The game is
highly unbalanced in terms of
ammo placements — which is
nice because it forces you to conserve ammo — but the abdunance
of enemies is just overwhelming
at times. At least you have your
fists and flashlight as alternate
weapons.
All in all though,"Doom 3" is
a very well thought-out game.
Perhaps in a future patch,some of
the gameplay issues can be
addressed. While not necessarily
ruining the experience, they can
make progress very slow and
tedious at times.
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MUSICNEWS Show familiar to many 'guys'
The Streets new music video
for their single "Blinded by the
Lights" has been banned due to its
explicit content. The • video
reveals frontman Mike Skinner
taking drugs at' a wedding, at
which he is left beaten up after a
fight. To add to that, it features a
friend of Skinner receiving oral
sex and filming the incident with
his cell phone.
While most stations won't be
able to play the video, "Blinded
by the Lights" will be played on
MTV after an 11 p.m. watershed,
and you can also view it on
www.NME.com.
"Blinded by the Lights" will
be released September 27.

with cancer for a number of
years died on Sept. 15 in his LA
home.
The band's singer Joey
Ramone and bassist Dee Dee
Ramone have both already
died.
Joey succumbed to cancer in
2001, while the bassist died from
a drug overdose the following
year.
Ramone was 55 years old.

By Mike Melochick
Opinion Editor

"The Simpsons" reign as
America's favorite animated family may be coming to a halt. There
is another cartoon family who is
stealing thunder away from the
longest running animated series in
television history. "Family Guy"
is closing in on the Simpsons animated crown.
The animated series,created by
Original footage from a Jimi Seth MacFarlane, once aired in
Hendrix concert that were the 8:30 p.m. time slot after "The
thought to have been destroyed Simpsons" on Fox's Sunday Night
after broadcast, has been discov- lineup. At first glance, the show's
formula loosely resembled "The
ered in Sweden.
56 minutes long, the recording Simpsons" familiar family format.
of the concert was from a There was an aloof, alcoholic
The Pixies have announced Stockholm show in 1969. It was father, an understanding, patronizthey will reissue their first three unearthed by technicians in the ing mother, a son, a daughter, a
albums on vinyl. The three archives of public television baby and a dog. Upon further
inspection, viewers could see this
albums — 1987's "Come On channel SVT.
The tape should have been show was not just another
Pilgrim", 1988's "Surfer Rosa"
and 1989's "Doolittle" — will all destroyed after it was broadcast, "Simpsons" knockoff; until Fox
.be re-released on 180-gram vinyl as raw footage was too expensive cancelled the show after three seaafter years of being out of produc- to keep in 1969. It is thought that sons.
In 2001, "Family Guy" was
a worker at the station hid the tape
tion.
All albums come backed with on the shelf where it remained for cancelled. Fox cited lower than
the original artwork, except 35 years, according to the reports expected ratings at the end of the
third season. The network was
"Doolittle," which will have an by the BBC.
SVT will find out shortly if also drawing heat from the shows
insert featuring the lyrics.
This is a great move for the they still have the rights to broad- risque humor, which took shots at
religion, homosexuality, race and
Pixies, considering their recent cast the footage.
One episode, entitled
ethnicities.
reformation tour has prompted
According to a coroner's "When You Wish Upon a
them to discuss the possibility of
report, Rick James had nine drugs Weinstein," was banned from telea new album.
in his body including cocaine, vision, due to its highly religious
Artists Interpol will be open- valium, vicodin and methamphet- undertones.
An Internet petition circulated
ing a gallery in London on Friday amine when he died in his sleep in
"Family Guy" back on the
bring
to
August.
Space
Interpol
"The
24.
Sept.
It was said that the funk legend air gained over 100,000 "signaLondon" will display what the
band describes as "the vision of passed away in his Los Angeles tures" — all wanting the show
the band and band's close associ- home of a heart attack, but the back on the air.
This episode was released with
report released Sept. 16 said that
ates."
The gallery will feature prints, the drugs in his system most like- the 49-aired episodes in two box
limited edition posters, band ly contributed to the organ's fail- sets, the first two seasons in April
of 2003, and the third season in
member playlists and ten short ure.
September of 2003. Since then,
the
of
"None
The report said:
films commissioned by the band.
"Family Guy Seasons 1 and 2"
the
were
combinations
drug
or
drugs
Corresponding galleries providing the Interpol musical and found to be at levels that were four-disc DVD set has gone on to
visual experience will be taking life-threatening in and of them- sell nearly one million copies,
according to Video Stors magaplace in Los Angeles, New York, selves."
placing it the number four
zine,
hit
1981
his
Best known for
Paris and Berlin over the coming
television series on DVD
selling
been
had
star
the
Freak,"
"Super
months.
newest album hooked on crack-cocaine and of all-time. "Family Guy Season
Interpol's
"Antics" will be released on once proclaimed himself an "icon 3" has sold upwards of 522,000
of drug use." James' family copies of the three-disc DVD,
September 27.
attributes his death to natural according to the same publication.
After its cancellation, "Family
causes.
Johnny Ramone, after battling
Guy" was sold into syndication,
where TNT and the Cartoon
Network have since purchased the
show's three seasons. It remains
one of the highest rated shows on
the Cartoon Network — showing
weeknights at 11:30 p.m. on the
network's "Adult Swim" programming. Even Fox, the network which originally axed the
show, has been running two-hour
marathons,featuring four back-toback episodes of the show,to hype
its new season, which begins in
The Maine Campus teamed up with EA
January of 2005.
All this positive support and
UMaine
Sports to provide students of
feedback prompted MacFarlane to
with the chance to win a copy of
sign on to do 35 new episodes of
We
2005."
the show, which are in production
Cup
the
"NASCAR Chase for
now. Longtime fans of the show,
asked participants to answer the quesmany of who helped it gain cult
tion: "What driver has won the Daytona
notoriety, couldn't be happier.
"I am pumped to see what new
500 the most times?" Three people proideas they are going to bring after
vided the correct answer, Richard Petty.
a four year hiatus. The third season was so much more random
They are: Corey Beaudoin,Tyson Quint
than the first two, I can't imagine
and David Bellavance. They will receive a
what they are going to come up
copy of the NASCAR game kw their specnow," said Newell.
Set in fictitious Quohog, R.I.,
ified system.
offered
Guy"
"Family
MacFarlene's warped view of
family life in an esoteric light.
The patriarch of the Griffin fami-

ly, Peter, works in the Happy GoLucky Toy Factory.
"He was intended to represent
every loud, obnoxious New
Englander," according to DVDcommentary from MacFarlane,
the show's creator, who provides
the voice for Peter's character.
Brian, also voiced by MacFarlane,
is the family dog with a special
talent, the gift of speech. He is
enlightened and refined, despite
the fact that he is a canine. He
offers insight and wisdom to his
inept best friend, Peter.
MacFarlane also provides the
voice of Stewie, a talking,
Napoleonic baby, bent on world
domination and matricide. Lois,
the object of Stewie's homicidal
disdain, is the yin to Peter's yang.
She is grounded and stable,
opposed to Peter's reckless nature.
Chris Griffin, voiced by Seth
Green, is the awkward preteen
son. Meg, voiced by Mila Kunis
of "That '70s Show," is the hopelessly plain and unpopular teenage
daughter.
The show offers humor on a
different level than "The
Simpsons." It's quicker pace,
coupled with erratic storylines and
obscure pop culture references,
made it an instant hit, following
the 1999 Super Bowl on Fox. It
gained the highly coveted slot
immediately following "The
Simpsons." The first six pilot
episodes gained marginally high
ratings in the 8:30 a.m. spot,
according to the Nielsen Ratings.
When the Fall season ended,
Fox executives decided to shuffle
the Family Guy into the weekly
to
According
lineup.
MacFarlane's DVD-commentary:
"The execs thought an hour of animated television might turn off
some major corporate sponsors.
There was no way they were moving a powerhouse like "The
Simpsons," so we got the boot
from the 8:30 spot."
"Family Guy" proved that it
could stand on its own, boasting
high ratings in its 8 p.m. Tuesday
slot. Nielsen ratings reported the
show to be most popular amongst
18-25 year old males, who tuned
in each week to see the outlandish
humor in each episode.
This sophomoric humor would
-

prove to the show's claim to fame.
Eventually, viewers, such as Alex
Newell, began to see the show's
originality, despite its seemingly
unoriginal premise.
"At first,I thought it was going
to be a second rate "Simpsons,"
but the more I watched it. I realized the similarities between the
two shows ended at the family's
composition."
Newell and millions of other
viewers tuned in each week to see
the irreverent depictions of
American culture the Family Guy
offered.
"Everyone can relate to Peter's
character in some way. You either
know someone like him or someone who resembles him in some
manner."
"Family Guy's" popularity
would prove to be its undoing.
Fox continued to move the show
around to different time slots on
different nights, ultimately placing it in the 8 p.m. slot on
Thursday, opposite of NBC's
"Friends," the top rated show on
television at the time.
"The network got too behind
the show and killed it. They
thought it could take some viewers away from "Friends," but the
demographics were way too different. Plus constantly moving
the show around lost some of the
viewers. People eventually got
tired of searching for "Family
Guy," according to DVD-commentary from MacFarlane.
With "The Simpsons" entering
their fifteenth season of primetime
television, the "Family Guy" is
undoubtedly the new kid on the
block, boasting only three seasons
of material. Fans of its edgy
humor have achieved the almost
impossible dream of resurrecting a
show that was cancelled in its
prime.
According to MacFarlane's
commentary: "To the fans,it's not
about ratings or being politically
correct; it never was. To them
what matters is fresh, random
humor they can relate to. I said to
myself, "If I can still bring them
that, then I'd be stupid not to."
For information on the new
season of "Family Guy," visit the
show's official Web site:
www.fox.com/familyguy.
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Television: It's a jungle out there
We at The Maine Campus
realize there are many new and
returning shows to watch this
have
We
season.
fall
researched a few of these
shows and offered our opinion.
Show: "Lost"
Station: ABC
Time: 8 p.m., Wednesday
Synopsis: 48 survivors of a
plane crash find themselves
stranded on a deserted island.
With no hope of rescue, the
survivors must band together in
order to survive the island's
elements, each other and some
mysterious creatures.
Our prediction: With no
other show of its kind on the
air, "Lost" should be able to
build a solid fan base with its
interesting plot line and goodlooking special effects. The
show should be a hit. The only
problem it may have is in keeping a solid plot, and with only
the island for a location, plots
could become stretched.
Show: "Smallville"
Station: ABC
Time: 8 p.m., Wednesday
Synopsis: Tom Welling stars

CORGAN
From Page 10
voices and images Corgan uses
for his book become sharper,
clearer and crisper as the reader
progresses, engaging the reader
as a plot would.
Buried between each three
lines of lamentation for something he never captured, Corgan
gives the reader a sense of hope.
In "Zen Poem," Corgan offers a
distinct reaction to a range of
subjects, from love to feelings,
from thought to life. In an oddly
arranged syntax, he writes,
"thought / the traffic light /

as Clark Kent, Superman's
alter-ego, growing up as a high
school boy in the farming town
of Smallville as he learns to
control his super-human abilities and to use them for good.
Last season's event-filled
finale left a lot of questions
unanswered, including the
deaths of Chloe and Lex
Luthor.
Our prediction: After seeing a big drop in viewership
last season, hopefully the show
will return to its roots and
make every episode a standalone. Then again, Kristen
Kruek, who plays Lana Lange,
is reason enough to watch the
show.
Show:"Joey"
Station: NBC
Time: 8 p.m., Thursday
Synopsis: The "Friends"
spin-off, stars Matt LeBlanc
reprising his role as the numb
but lovable Joey. The show
centers around his move to Los
Angeles to pursue his acting
career.
Our prediction: The show
will most likely be a success,
as it will incorporate many of

thought is communion / love /
eternal circles / love / the spinning child." Like a landscape
artist to the reader's mind,
Corgan leaves a gap between
what is and the conclusion you
are supposed to be forming —
what better an example than simple images that convey the deepest of emotions?
It is hard to speak of a book of
poetry in general terms, since
arguably each poem could survive
as an entity in of itself. Naturally
hesitating to dub his novice venture at poetry as success, Corgan
nails his critics to the wall. With
his recent unapologetic demeanor
of self-discovery, Corgan gives
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the same elements that made
"Friends" such a phenomenon.
Fans of the original will flock
to the new show for a chance to
cling to "Friends" regardless of
the show's quality. On the
other hand, "The Michael
Richards Show" might prove
that a show needs substance to
survive and can not rely solely
on marketing power.
Show: "The 0.C."
Station: FOX
Time: 8 p.m., Thursday
Synopsis: Detailing the fictional lives of young people
living in southern California,
the show became a favorite last
year, as it captured the hearts
of "Beverly Hills 90210" fans.
The "Melrose Place"-formula
show offers nothing new, but
there is always room in our
lives for more teenage drama.
Our prediction: "The 0.C."
should thrive once again, as it
has built a fan base and will
certainly continue to demonstrate the same drama-filled
plots and the intensity of Peter
Gallagher eyebrows to make us
keep coming back week after
week.

"Medulla"
Bjork
When you think of Bjork, the
thing that probably pops into your
head — beside that crazy swan
dress — is weird music. And if
this is what you think, then you'd
be right. Didn't think it could get
weirder? Check out her newest
album,"Medulla."
With the exception of the
tracks "Sonnet / Unrealities IX"
and "Ancestors," the entirety of
Medulla is made up of tracks that
use no instruments. Only the
voices of Bjork, and other talents
such as beatbox man Rahzel,
vocalists Mike Patton, Kelis and
the .is and .uk choirs. It's a very
abstract version of a Bobby
McFerrin album, really.
Songs such as "Show Me
Forgiveness" are made up of only
Bjork's hauntingly beautiful
vocals, while others such as
"Who Is It" and "Mouth's
Cradle" are vocal works of art.
The blending of the choir
sounds, the beatbox and Bjork's
unique lyrics makes the entire
album a work of musical genius.

the reader timeless topics with
some homespun details that
should both keep a fan of poetry
and a fan of Corgan's music interested.
Most importantly, Corgan's
purpose for the book is his growing exploration with art. An
enthusiast in avant-garde topics,
Corgan's passion for art of all
forms transcend his Hollywood
image. Currently working on his
first novel, this will certainly not
be the last the world hears from
Billy Corgan: musically or poetically. Those interested in his
recent artistic endeavors can find
out more at his Web site:
http://www.billycorgan.com.

GRANILOPENING!

Be warned, however, that it will
not be aesthetically pleasing to
the close-minded listener.
Bjork didn't waste any time
being uncreative with this one;
you'll hear sounds you never
thought you'd hear in music. A
strange animal grunting and some
strange breathing in "Ancestors,"
and even some orgasmic breaths
in "The Pleasure Is All Mine."
If you've liked any of Bjork's
past albums, you'll probably be
just fine with this one. Though
possibly a tad bit weirder,
"Medulla" is just as inventive and
amazing as the rest.
— Aerin Raymond

"Give Up"
The Postal Service
The easiest way to describe
The Postal Service's CD "Give
Up" is as an electronica version
of Jimmy Eat World. The Postal
Service, comprised of Death Cab
for Cutie's Ben Gibbard and
Dntel and Figurine's Jimmy
Tamborello,offers a unique rockmeets-electronica sound on the
band's first release.
Similar to the music of Jimmy
Eat World,the CD's track bounce
from the slow "The District
Sleeps Tonight," to the fast
"Clark Gable," to everything in
between, like "Sleeping In".
Varying topics such as relationships, love, dreams, loneliness,
and alcoholism are littered
throughout the ten-track CD.
While "Give Up" may be most
well-known for it's single and
Great
MTV-featured "Such
Heights," the beauty of the CD lies
in the album's more subtle songs.
The haunting sound of"This Place
is a Prison" brings the brooding
lyrics of the band to a crescendo
while the delicate music only adds
to the mood of the song.

That is not say that the more
upbeat songs do not add to the beauty of the CD. The album's most
upbeat song,"Clark Gable," is perhaps the catchiest and easiest on the
ears. "I want so badly to believe
that there is truth, that love is real /
And I want life in every wond to the
extent that it's absurd," sings
Gibbard.
Fans of electronica and thoughtful or brooding music will most
likely delight in the mood and
sound of the CD.At the same time,
potential listeners should not be
limited to just fans of electronica,as
it is a CD that is very accessible to
all.
— Matt Kearney
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Come enjoy a FREE taste of our
delicious Pizza!*6 Mill Street, Orono
Accepting orders by MaineCard and
all major credit cards.
*Offer valid through grand opening
celebration, ending Sunday. Sept. 26.
,W4,•S-4-; 3.4.-4
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We deliver all day!($5 min., $1 charge
Hours: Mon-Thurs: llam - lam
Fri-Sat: llam - 2am
Sun: Noon - Midnight
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Theatre
Season starts Wednesday, subscribe now!
Buy a ticket for Student Night and get a free string of
bowling or game of pool at The Sports Arena!

Make a night of it!
STUDENT& Buy a Student Nights Subscription and
receive one reserved seat for each of our five 2004/05
productions for the low, low price of $5 per ticketi Visit
the box office at the Bangor Opera House, 131 Main
Street, for more information, or call 942-3333,
Buy tickets online .t penobscottheatreor.

Student Nights
Sponsor
Tui
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Horoscopes
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By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 20
There could be a test of your
patience now, so watch your tone
of voice. Provide constructive
criticism respectfully, or it won't
be heard. Then, get out with
friends to celebrate your making
it past a tough spot.

Tag & Shammy by Eric Silvia
Hey mom what's up?
Not much going on here, I'm enjoying

Taurus
April 2110 May 20
Your travels may be interrupted
by work that must be done.
Conversely, you might get a
chance to take a trip that's a business deduction. Unfortunately,
this could interfere with something important at home.

COME BACK HERE
YOU FURRY LITTLE HOT bOGlllill

-thing... Look mom, can
I call you back?
Something just came up.

a break on the mall. Tag?
I'm sure he's up to some-

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You've been through a difficult phase
for the last several weeks. Conditions
are starting to lighten up, and not a
moment too soon. You've made it
past the toughest part. Relax.

.•••••••••••O••••••P...•••i••••.•••..weorm...".•••••,

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Your partner may be able to get
through when you find the way
blocked. Don't focus on the barriers. Keep looking for ways around.
Leo
July 2310 August 22
Finish the task by late today or
certainly tomorrow. After that, you'll
have time to meet with your tech
adviser and make up a new plan.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Spend as much time as you can
with loved ones, not even thinking about work. You'll have to
concentrate on that tomorrow.
Rest up now.

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
As you get into the research on
what others have noticed before,
you may have a moment or two
of confusion. Your old assumptions are being rocked.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Begin your evaluation of the
recent activities. Figure out what
worked and what didn't, and how
to put in the corrections. Don't
leave your education to chance.
Be involved and determined.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Recent successes increase your
self-esteem, and that makes it easier for you to assume the leadership position you so richly deserve.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Responsibilities weigh heavily
upon your shoulders, but that's
as it should be. You'll have lots of
time for fun and games later on.
Now get back to work.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
Better get your resources all
lined up because you're running
out of time. Tomorrow and the
next day are all you've got. Just
to make matters more complicated, there will be disagreements.

0L

4. me IDitaRoD...vil-teN ScRuFF,y, tHe
Leap TeeR, BLew el HeAD GaSKeTi
we SPUN OuT, Hi I the WaLL aND
sokst iNTo FLAmes!
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Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
You've been saving tools and
equipment to do at least one household task. Don't put it off any longer.
You'll relax better once it's done.
Tomorrow is good for romance.

"Theike- vie Wege...0 ttfe. HoMe STIkeicill`)

RUM PER STICKER
-THeATeR

"Eagles can soar ... but weasels don't
get sucked into jet engines."

CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Tele-Visions
...C8S SAYING
THAT IT, TOO,
NOW BELIEVES THE
DOCUMENTS USED
BY DAN RATHER
ARE FORGERIES.

Sled dog stories.

by Sprengeirneyer & Davis

MEMO TO
DOOR MEN AT
COLLEGE BARS:
IF YOU CAN SPOT
A GOOD FAKE ID.,
YOU'VE GOT A
HIGH-PAYING JOB
WAITING FOR YOU
AT CBS.
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SEX MATTERS with Dr. Sandy Caron

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Killer whale
5 Felines
9 Foundations
14 Collins or
Donahue
15 Portent
16 Betel palm
17 Turner or Louise
18 Hindu princess
19 Neil or Paul
20 Cleveland nine
22 Sheer material
24 Artfully shy
25 Sonnet stanzas
27 Masseuse's
milieu
28 Auburn U's
state
29 Loaf
33 Chalklike crayon
36 Reduced
38 Meat jelly
39 Plot for roses
40 Boredom
41 Action-scene
stand-in
43 Maximally crafty
44 Zesty bite
45 PC key
46 Corral
47 Stretchy
49
Lanka
52 Squash
56 Cushioned
footstool
58 Indian ruler
59 Terse
61 Talon
62 Maternally
related
63 Italian noble
family
64 Major
constellation
65 Chicken caller
66 Nostradamus,
for one
67 Fret and fuss
DOWN
1 Of vision
2 Horned charger
3 Williams or
Crawford
4 Lenin Peak's
range
5 Of part of the
eye
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61

53III

6 Accumulate
7 Decade count
8 Whined tearfully
9 Foundation
10 Seed cover
11 18-wheeler
12 Coll. course
13 Caroled
21 Facet
23 Greek letters
26 Abilities
27 Scam
29 Last name in
communism
30 Green Gables
girl
31 Supreme Greek
god
32 Revise text
33 Olden days
34 Movie dog
35 Created like a
web
37 Choose
39 Maintains
equilibrium
42 Hart or stag
43 Banned pitch

50

57

62

lUf

32

40

4/II
48
49
52

31

.

36
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Solutions
M31S
E133S
Ei3EIVO
VSE111
31S3
31VN3
1 I VN
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011SV13
N3d
11VIIONV1
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NV1A11N111S
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1 316Vd
3ZV1
V1V
V d S
S131S3S
A00
ONI113 AISNVICINI
NON I S
I NVEI
VN 11
VO9LAV
N31A10
11Hd
S3SV8
S1V0
VOHO
47 Old-time
anesthetic
48 Nut cake
49 Brainy
50 Rear
51 Relative by
marriage

52 Mr. Mertz
53 Ms. Turner
54 Not quite
closed
55 London gallery
57 Burden
60 Bring into play

FACE LIFT

ANNE
oF

My girlfriend and I have been
together for four months and
while I would say our sex life is
pretty good, it is limited to intercourse and a bit of touching.
Oral sex is not even in the picture. I have tried to convince my
girlfriend that it is a normal
thing to do, but she isn't willing
to even try. Is this normal for her
not to even want to try?
Male, sophomore, Michigan
State
You bring up a good point:
No one should ever be forced or
coerced into any sexual behavior
they are not comfortable with. In
terms of who likes or does not
like oral sex: depending on what
study you look at, 10 to 30 percent of people surveyed found
oral sex unusual, kinky or very
unappealing. Older adults report
less experience with oral sex
than younger people; those with
more education are more likely
to engage in oral sex than those
with fewer years of schooling.
There are many reasons why
someone may feel uncomfortable with oral sex and wish to
avoid it.
Can you talk with your partner
about what may be going on for
her? One of the most obvious
issues relates to an individual's

morals and attitudes about sex.
Some believe that oral sex is simply wrong and conflicts with
their personal code of acceptable
behavior. Other reasons are unrelated to morality and concern the
mechanics of the behavior itself.
Women are often concerned that
the man will ejaculate in her
mouth, and she will find that
unpleasant. While it is not dangerous to swallow semen —
assuming there are no infections
— some women would rather not
do so. Since many students ask,
please know that semen is low in
calories with only 5 calories in
the average ejaculate.
Both men and women worry
that the smell or taste of the
female genitals will be unpleasant or repulsive. In reality,
female genitals that are washed
with normal regularity have a
natural fragrance that most people find attractive and enjoyable. If these are some of her
concerns, perhaps they can be
overcome by sensitivity, respect
and patience.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is a professor of human sexuality at the
University of Maine. To submit a
question to Dr. Caron or chat with
your peers, visit www.College
SexTalk.com. Copyright Sandra
L. Caron, 2002.

POOR RIX'S ADVICE COLUMN by Rix Quinn

Gettysburg Address: Is
that in the phone book?
Dear Poor Rix: A friend tells
me Abraham Lincoln wrote the
Gettysburg Address on an envelope while traveling by train to the
event.Is this true or false?
— History student
Poor Rix never saw Lincoln personally but has recognized his face
on several pennies.
Seriously.some historians concur
with the envelope slaty, and others
insist he worked on this important
document for several weeks. Nearly
all agree that its one of the greatest
speeches in histon.

Hey,Poor Rix: What do you
think about school food?
— Former student
Poor Rix ate lunch at a school last
week.'Who knew they could make a
dessert out of corn chips?
Fact is, Poor Rix enjoyed every.
thing about school, except. for the
"study" part. Lunch period was the
best part of all.
One day 1 saw a dish labeled
,
"Tuna Surprise."
that?' 1 asked.
"Because," said he co,
started out with a catfish
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PLASTIC
SURGERY

Don't knock it till
you try it
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DROP DEAD
GORGEOUS.
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Poor Rix: I'm about to celebrate my 35th birthda).
, Is there
any advantage to getting older?
Anyway. Dave downed both
— Donna
roaches and bragged they tasted bet-Poor Rix can tiawe four:
I. Younger people start calling ter than the beans. But he didn't
you "Ma'am."That's bad if you're a come to class the next day.
guy.
Another time we took a field trip
2. Verbal ability reportedly to a neighboring school. At lunch,
increases until old age, which is Carl chose the "mystery meat."
decades beyond 35.
. "Outstanding," he raved. "What
3. A 35-year-old can still make is it?"
mistakes but can come up with better
"Heir's a clue," said our host.
excuses.
"Why do you think our team's called
3. Experts tell us that the older the Buzzards?"
we get, the less our sweat smells.
Poor Rix offers bad advice to
That's great news for Poor Rix,who good questions. E-mail him at rixwill delay his weekly bath.
quinn@charternet.
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Looking at the past week in the world of sports
Thank you sir, may I have
another: Last weekend's Ryder
Cup competition brought with it
The official arrival of fall promise of the Americans regainbrings with it little excitement ing bragging rights in the world
over leaves changing colors for of golf. The trophy would be
the average sports fan. Rather, brought back - and won - on
the pleasure is garnered from the U.S. soil for the first time in six
plethora of athletic events that years. A first day pairing of
the season brings. No more "dog Tiger Woods and Phil Mickelson
days" of summer where Baseball was supposed to kick-start a
Tonight and SportsCenter are lackluster American side. The
virtually the same show; football super duo was defeated, two and
has arrived to rescue us. Three one, to an inferior European tanweeks ago the gridiron was dem of Colin Montgomerie and
brought back to life and so far Padraig Harrington, foreshadowhas failed to disappoint. Along ing the impending trouble the
with the return of the NFL and Americans would have over the
college football, fall also means rest of the weekend.
The red, white and blue would
the return of playoff baseball. So
here, once again, is another never regain confidence, looking
installment of considerations as like a group of selfish individuals
we enter a tense month of juxtaposed to the camaraderie
and
enthusiasm
of their
intriguing sports competition.
By Kyle Fortlnsky
For The Maine Campus

Up close with men's soccer
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus

to training on time. The early
wake-up also gets them into the
right frame of mind before pracWhen they were seniors in tice.
5:45 — Once they leave the
high school, Joe Corey and Piner
Markovchick got a recruiting locker room for practice, each
visit from Maine head coach player takes the walk towards the
Travers Evans that they will practice field. During the walk,
never forget. Both were quickly they pass Alumni Field, the place
sold on what Evans said about where all the hard work from
practice can either pay off or just
nard work and dedication.
The only thing Evans forgot not come in handy. Once the
to mention was hard work and team had finish stretching, the
players take part in a few drills to
dedication starts at 6 a.m.
Outside of dealing with class- get them ready for practice.
6:00 — For Corey, who plays
es and the other stresses of colthe first drill is based on
forward,
lege, the freshmen duo along
with the rest of their teammates one-touch passing. The object
participate in early morning was to see how many passes a
player could go without messing
practices on Tuesdays.
Like the rest of the team, up. As for Markovchick, he
Corey and Markovchick are hop- warmed up by going over some
ing that the early morning prac- goalkeeping drills that focused
tices will help to improve upon on ththwing and catching.
As they reached the end of
lait season's seven-win campaign. More importantly, howev- warm-ups, the goal of making it
er, they want to make it back to back to the playoffs becomes
clearer. The players Continue
!he playoffs.
"Early morning practices practice with the box finishing
have been painful to say the drill. This drill is set up so the
least, but that is the kind of com- players are split into three differmitment it takes when it comes ent teams. The object of the drill
to playing on a higher level." is to see which two teams can
score and have the best ball
Corey said.
"The program has been get- movement in a limited amount of
-ng better every year for the last space.
As Evans reminded Corey's
ew years," said Corey. "So I
...ould say that I have high hopes team they had less than 15 seconds to score if they wanted to
or this year's team."
Once rivals in high school, the stay on the field, the freshman
two not only ended up being took a pass and rifled it past the
roommates in Androscoggin Hall keeper.
Oddly enough, the guy he
but have forged quite the friendbeat to stay on the field was his
ship.
"Having Joe as a roommate roommate, Markovchick. Not
has truly been a good experi- only did Corey leave his mark
ence," Markovchick said. "I do scoring on his roommate, but
not know what it would be like to during the drill Markovchick was
have a non soccer player for a stepped on by Corey.
According to Markovchick,
roommate."
Corey's
cleats penetrated his
"With us being freshman we
go through exactly the same skin to the point where blood
thing, and we try to be there for gushed from his arm.
"Joe was always a high school
each other, said Markovchick.
"Plus we can pick each other up enemy so it is cool being on the
when we feel like soccer isn't the same side instead of always having to disappoint him by making
thing for us."
Here's a exclusive inside look that perfect save on his not so
at the rigors of a 6 a.m. morning perfect attempts," Markovchick
practice from the perspective said jokingly."If anyone asks me
Corey and Markovchick. 5:15- about my arm, I think I will tell
Even though practice may start at them my cat scratched me."
Just another day in the life of
6 a.m, most players wake up at
5:15 — to make sure they get a freshman soccer player.

ten meetings. Perhaps there is a
team element in golf competition, which is something the
Americans clearly lacked this
past weekend in Bloomfield
Township, Michigan.
Hit it here, Ichiro! Jerry
Rice's consecutive games with a
reception streak ended at 274 on
Sunday, and Barry Bonds won't
Hank
Hammerin'
surpass
Aaron's 755 milestone until
2005. It's time though for us to
embrace the Japanese sensation
that is Ichiro.
As of Wednesday afternoon
— after going five-for-five
Tuesday night against the
Anaheim Angels — Ichiro is 14
hits shy of tying the single season record of 257 held by George
Sister. That's 14 hits in 12
remaining games, a stat Ichiro
can amass in his sleep. He's also

batting an astronomical .372.
running away with the league
batting title, and has hit more
singles in a season than anyone
in history. The hit record would
be Ichiro's second tally in the
record books this season. He
remains the lone bright spot on
an otherwise despondent Seattle
Mariners team.
Dream on: Stuart Scott —
you're fired. The return of
ESPN's Dream Job is proof cable
television cannot resist the urge
to join the reality TV sensation.
The sports station does fine with
everything else, why puncture
their programming content with
that trash? Besides, when was
the last time Mike Hall — last
year's Dream Job winner —
made an appearance behind a
studio desk? Exactly.
So long for now.

"If we want to stay in the top
20 we have to win both of those
games for sure,- said Hilgar. "If
we play like we did on Saturday
From Page 20
than we'll definitely win."
and has a 6-3 record. She has
UMBC is entering its second
made 55 saves and her .821 save season in the conference and
percentage ranks her sixth in the Maine holds the series advancountry. She is 14th in the coun- tage 1-0. However, the no. 20
try in goals against average, team in the country is not about
with a 1.18 per game average. to overlook their conference foe.
She has allowed just 12 goals all
"We expect a battle," said
season.
Kix. "UMBC
"Jamie has been playing
is a vastly
extremely well," said Kix. "I
improved program, they're
think the defense in front of her
having a good
has been outstanding."
season right
"I think Jamie really knows
now, winning
her role back there and has been
games
the
a great communicator and a
great leader."
they're supposed to win."
The University of MarylandBaltimore County will come to
Kix knows
Morin
that her team
town on Friday. UMBC will be
the first conference test of the
is not the
season for Maine. The game is underdog they have been at
scheduled to start at 5 p.m. on times in the season.
"There's a lot of teams shootMorse field. On Saturday the
Black Bears will face the ing for us, so we really have to
University of Rhode Island at work on our mental focus and
learning how to handle that
home at 2:00 p.m.

pressure. The most important
thing is learning how to play
with consistency, and that
comes with experience."
Kix suggests that her team
has played to the level of their
opponents, meaning they can
stay with teams like Ohio State
and Harvard, but struggle
against teams like Providence
and UMass. Seven of their nine
games have been decided by just
one goal.
"We've played extremely
well at that high level and unfortunately we've had a couple of
losses that we feel we could
have won and it's been disappointing," said Kix."We're very
excited to be nationally ranked,
but we still feel we have room
for improvement."
Kix's players know what they
have to do, and with their conference schedule making up the
bulk of their remaining games,
they want to take it one game at
a time.
"If we keep winning we'll
stay in," said Hilgar. "We'll go
one week at a time."

European counterparts. It wasn't
supposed to happen this way at
the 35th Ryder Cup. The U.S.

Its time though for
us to embrace the
Japanese sensation
that is Ichiro

suffered its worst loss in the tournament's 77-year history — 18.5
to 9.5 — and has dropped four of
the last five, and seven of the last

TOP 20

Manny v. Poppy: Who is the real Sox MVP?
been for the outright embarrassing pitching performances by
Lowe and Pedro, we'd still be
talking about it.
During the Boston Red Sox
Nobody has come up with
recent surge to the top of the
more clutch hits than Ortiz, but
league, a few players have
part of that is because more
emerged as potential MVP canteams pitch to him than Manny.
didates. When you look at this
For much of the season, after
year's team some clear cut
became the everyday
Ortiz
mind.
Let's
come
to
choices
cleanup hitter, teams actually
start with the honorable menwalked Manny to face Ortiz
tions: Keith Foulke and Curt
with the game on the line. With
Schilling are out for the simple
15 more official at bats this seanot
win
will
reason that pitchers
son so far, Ortiz has a slim edge
the MVP,regardless of their perin RBIs — 128 vs. 120 —, as
formance. Pedro proved this in
well as a slim lead in doubles
1999 and 2000. No one will ever
and triples, but that's where it
agree on the definition of MVP,
ends. Manny, batting in the
but let's look at it from the obvithree spot, has more runs
player
standpoint:
Which
ous
scored, more hits, HRs, walks,
would you most fear going
less strikeouts and a higher batagainst in your opponents lineting average. It's pretty clear
up?
that the AL MVP should come
The Sox boast two of these
out of the Sox roster, with the
type of players and they happen
Sox team obviously counting
to make one lethal duo. I'm talkmore on their contributions,
ing about Manny Ramirez and
David Ortiz, Boston's third and you ask? It scares me to say with better statistics, than any
It's just a
fourth hitters in the lineup. this, but Manny might just get other candidate.
Ramirez and Ortiz have quickly the edge because of his defense. shame that, being on the same
become the biggest offense Manny's robbing of Miguel team, they'll split the votes and
force in the majors this year. Cairo might just have been the hand the American League MVP
They are now tied for the all catch of the year. If it hadn't to Sheffield.
By James Crowley
For The Maine Campus

time single-season record for
back-to-back HRs for any two
teammates at 6 this year, and
that is just the beginning. They
lead any other 1-2 punch in
HRs, RBIs and in most any
other offensive power category.
So which one is irreplaceable.

Ramirez and Ortiz

have quickly become
the biggest offense

force in the majors
this year.
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MAN OF THE HOU—Brendon McGowan takes a break from practice on Wednesday to get wrapped up by head athletic trainer Paul Culina. McGowan
was named USA TODAY Player division l-AA player of the week earlier in the afternoon. He was also named Altantic 10 defensive player of the
week.
freshman
year," he said.
"Coming in as a freshman, since
1 got recruited to play football, I
thought everything was about
football. I didn't care about anything else. But I've learned that
the mistakes you make come
back to you in the long run. Now
I know that it's not just about me,
it's about my team, my family
and my coaches."
McGowan's maturity as a person and his ability to recognize
the importance of team play has
helped shaped him into an
improved player, and he only
hopes to get better.

No.4
From Page 20
"[Brandon] has really stepped up
and embraced the leadership role
in terms of his own actions, how
he models things in practice and
how he carries himself," said
Cosgrove. "He's got the ability
to vocalize and make statements
that inspire his teammates."
McGowan admits that his
transition into this role didn't
come easy.
"I've learned a lot since my

(We are looking for people who like people.
(
1.t------- --..., ,
CC
get through
MBNA helped
-11
and now I'm on the fast-track to success.

me

New Account Specialists
*Convenient schedules
'Performance-based incentives
'Length-of-service pay increasest
tBased on continued good standing with the company
For more information, call
12071 866-0700
or email Barbara.Streamsembna.com
MBNA
16 Godfrey Drive
Orono, ME 04473
Were proud io be. an Equal Employment Opportunity/
voluntary Affirmative Action Employe
2004 MENA

AABNik
vvvvw.mbnacareers.com

"His best is still in
front of him."
Jack Cosgrove
head coach
UMaine football

ARMY
From Page 20
three 30-19. Dartmouth again tied
the match by winning game four
32-30. but Maine prevailed 16-14
in the decisive fifth game to wn

PROWL
From Page 20
the team felt they escaped with a
respectable tally of 1-1.
The Bears have outshot their
opponents in nearly every game.
A trend that is a major plus for
the squad and if continues will
lead to more and more victories
in the win column.The Bears are
looking forward to a game in
Falmouth, this Friday against
Rider before returning to the
University of Maine to play a set
of home games.
Rider currently stands at 41-1 on the year and has knocked
off teams like Big East's
Temple,SUNY Albany and even

"My goal is to get better every will have the chance to choose
week," McGowan said. "I don't his team as'he sits down to play
strive to do good one game and Madden. That is his ultimate
play average in the next game."
dream.
He even practices the game
"I hope to make it to the next
off the field, in the comfort of his level.., to make it to the National
own home. Yes, McGowan too Football League and just get paid
has gotten caught up in the video to play," he said.
game craze that's hit so many
As for now, McGowan has at
players and fans.
least eight games left in his col"1 play the game a lot in legiate career.
Madden. I beat up on my room"His best is still in front of
mates like Marcus Williams, him," said Cosgrove. "I think he
Chris Legree and James Henry knows that, I think everyone
... they're terrible," McGwan knows that."
says with a smile.
Watch for number four, he ••;
Maybe one day, McGowan doing some big things in th.1
the match 3-2. Maine's effort saw
Jordan rack up 26 kills along with
nine digs and three total blocks.
Jody Connacher record 20 digs,
and junior Shannan Fotter added
12 kills. Shelly Seipp had an outstanding match with 4g assists,
nine digs, and seven service aces.
:orcian was named Maine

Athletics'female student athlete
the week for her 44 kills on tl. •
weekend.
Maine will look to continue tl: :
winning streak when it hosts ths
University of Waterloo this wee,
,end at Memorial Gymnasium 1'
games will take place Frida.
p.m. and Saturday at 4 p.m.

next weekend's opponent for the
Black gears, UMBC. The
Broncos will pose a good challenge for Maine. Rider boasts a
duo that the Black Bears will
want to keep an eye on. Tami
Coyle leads her team in scoring
with five goals and an assist
coming into
match. CoSiie
was named the MAAC player of
the week last week. However,
the Bears have some power of
their own.
Freshman MarieAndree Canuel is leading the
Black Bears in scoring with
eight goals and a pair of assists.
She currently is leading the
America East for goals per game
with one a game and pts per
game. A goal a game is unreal,
and if continued would be an

amazing feat for anyone at any
level. Canuel is followed closely by teammate Heather
Hathorn, who has registered five
goals and two assists and is
fourth in goals per game among
America East rivals.
The goaltenders will likely
lih9 a big role in Friday's game
as well. Rider has used one
goaltender this year. Kim Carter
is 4-1-1 with a 1.44 G.A.A for
the Broncos. Maine has a pair
of netminders, Tanya Adorno is
3-2-1 with a .63 G.A.A. and
Jasmine Phillips is 2-0 with a
0.00 G.A.A. On paper, the
Black Bears are the potiental
favorite.
The game will take place on
Friday in Falmouth at 7 p.m.

•
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UMaine sportsbeat
ENCOURA
YOUR MESS HABIT
'After upsetting Mississippi
State, 9-7 on Saturday night,
for its first victory over a
Division I-A opponent, the
University of Maine football
team leaped seven spots to No.
8 in The Sports Network Top
25 poll, which was released
Monday. The ranking is the
Black Bears highest since it
earned the No.6 position in the
final 2002 poll. Maine is one
of seven Atlantic 10 Football
Conference teams ranked in
the poll. The Black Bears enter
the top 10 with 1,892 points.
SoutherA
Illinois
(2,520
points) owns the top spot, followed by Furman and Georgia
Southern. No. 4 Delaware,
Villanova (11), Massachusetts
(16), New Hampshire (14),
Northeastern (18), and James
Madison (24) are the other A10 teams in the rankings.
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•Kaili Jordan was named
University of Maine female
student-athlete of the week.
Jordan led volleyball team to a
3-0 win over Army and a 3-2
win over Dartmouth at the
Army Invitational. In the two
matches, Kaili Jordan had 44
kills on the weekend helping
the Black Bears improve their
record to 4-6 overall. Maine

takes on Waterloo this weekend beginning on Friday,
September 24th at 7:00 p.m.

*Amongst his other honors,
Brandon
McGowan
was
University of Maine male student athlete of the week.
McGowan also grabbed the
title of Atlantic 10 Defensive
Player of the Week honors
after anchoring the Black Bear
defense in their upset win over
the Bulldogs of Mississippi
State. He had game high 12
tackles and 1.5 sacks in the
Black Bears victory.
Quote of the Week:
"I think the Atlantic 10 is
starting to become the MAC
[Mid-American Conference]
statement conference of this
fall."
—West Virginia head coach
Rich Rodriguez on Monday's
Big East Teleconference referencing Maine's big win on
Saturday night—
Game of the Week:
Maine v. UNH
Men's Soccer
Saturday
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travellers
Candy vending route
1-866-SPRINGBreak
for sale. 50 all cash high
www.usaspringtraffic locations. $18,000 break.com
annual income. Cost
$3,000 1-800-568-1392
MISC.
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2001 Hyndai Sonata TO
START!
GLS V6 Loaded. Asking International company
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people
Condition. Call Bill 990- between the ages of 18 to
8949 MSG.
25 to work part time!
Visit:
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www.coyfs.com/supCAMPUS
REPS! port.html for complete
SPRING BREAKERS!
details.
Earn $$ or discount
for all the HOT Spring
Advertise in The
Break trips!
Maine Campus. Call
NEW - Las Vegas! 581-1273 between 8:30
Puerto Vallarta!
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28 Years of Travel
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PEOPLE THINK

MARTHA
GRAHAM
IS A SNACK

"That
guy is
pretty smart."
M
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Men's rugby
looking to
bounce back
against Bates
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Fish out of Water

By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
On Saturday, the University
of Maine men's rugby team
will take on Bates in Lewiston.
The Black Bears are hoping to
rebound after their 15-0 loss to
Farmington.•
Last Saturday's game suggested that Maine still has
some building to do. They

UM V. BATES
SATURDAY, SEPT. 25
LEWISTON

216,

were able to pick up their level
of play in the second half, and
are hoping that same type of
play will carry over into week
two.
"We're learning how to play
as a team," said Maine head
coach Matt Young.
Young is a former player
and a 2002 UMaine graduate.
"In rugby it's 15 people,"
said Young. "You don't have
offense and. defense."
..Ttrelnack Bears would like
to get on the scoreboard early
in Saturday's game. The team
believes the start of games will
play a piviotal role for the test
of the season. They know it can
be a turning point for their
young team.
"We've done well against
Bates in the past," said senior
Will Dow, "We have to win
this game if we want to turn
CAMPUS FHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
our season around."
OUT OF THE POOL— The University of Maine swim team takes a break from the pool to do some workouts out on the
While their coach believes
lawn in front of Memorial Gym. Although the Black Bears season is nearly two months away, the team has already
they can compete, he also
Maine finished last season with several personal bests for both
knows what is holding them begun working towards the upcoming sNivim schedule.
teams.
men's
and
women's
the
back. They are a young team
and they are playing with a
lack of consistency right now.
"We can do quite well." said
Young."We only have a couple
pieces to put together. As long
as we play with more continuhappy with the number of young team against them."
Sept. 25, followed by Bates on
By Riley Donovan
ity we can do well."
players coming to practice, but
"I think it was confidence Oct. 2 and finishing with Colby
For
Campus
The
Maine
Maine hopes to be 1-1 after
they are happy with how well too," said Beckwith. -We were on Oct. 9. Maine finally comes
week two. A win would be
they have progressed.
so overwhelmed by the new stuff to Orono for their home opener
2004
Hopes
are
high
for
the
their first fall win since the
"We have a lot of new prom- that we didn't know that we against Bowdoin on Oct. 16.
Maine
women's
University
of
2002 season. The Black Bears
rugby team. Although they ising rookies," said junior Jodi could do as well as we could."
They will play host to New
were 0-5 last fall, but had a
The team will be led by sen- Hampshire in their regular seastruggled last fall, their spring Wyman. "We have some girls
stronger spring season.
season was much more succesi-- who have actually played in high iors Rose ltzcovits. Ashley son final on Oct. 23. Both home
Although they have a big
Daig!t:. Ind Nik
They want to continue to school.fui.
Rodney. games are on Lengyel Field.
!ask ahead of them and a lot to
The
fleome frman, Juniors
Wyman, Beckwith,
The team knows if they win
'build on last season, and they
overcome, the team still thinks
th;n1- they have what it takes to along with 18 returning players, Mary Medvar and Caroline at least three out of five of their
they can compete.
will make up a roster that totals Kelly will also contribute great- games they will make the post
"We have to play more to
more than 30 girls. Last season, ly to the squad. Beckwith and season tournament, but they
UM V. UMF
our strength," said Young.
the team saw a lot of new faces, Medvar are the teams co-cap- think they can even do better
"We're not playing with our
SATURDAY, SEPT 25
but they believe they have adapt- tains.
than that.
heads right now."
FARMINGTON
ed to last year's changes.
"We want to run the score
The Black Bears will play
The team is aware of their
"We had a lot of new things their first three contests on the. up," said Storms. "We want to
strengths, however, they are
one of the better teams in last year," said Wyman."We had road. First is Farmington on obliterate teams."
also aware of their weaknesses. be
a lot of new players. We went up
their conference.
This weekend's game will be a
open in a division, and we had anew
the
Black
Bears
When
test to see if they can capitalize
their season on Sept. 25 in coach,a new way of playing and
on their strengths and fix their
Farmington, they will be doing a new technique."
weaknesses.
In their second year under
with many new faces. The
so
"We're playing wide-eyed
veterans, who worked hard at head coach Dirk Storms, the
like deer in the headlights,"
64,v
recruiting new players, are team believes they have adjusted
said Young. "If we get comhappy to have so many newcom- to his style of play.
fortable I think we'll do quite
"We had to learn that,"
ers.
well."
"We sent out letters to every Wyman said, "and teach the
The game will begin at 1:00
ü Ma
incoming female freshman," rookies, so now we know that,
Travel Free it Be 1111).,
p.m. and a B-side game will
Nicole Beckwith, and we know how the other
junior
said
follow shortly after the end of
Break
"and I think that really helped." teams play in our division, and
the first game.
www.sludenicitikeen
Not only are the Black Bears we can come out as a stronger

0.

Women's rugby has high hopes for 2004 season
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Men's
soccer
Page 16

McGowan
captures
national
spotlight
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

WET 'N' WILD— Sophomore Joanna Fernades knocks a Harvard player to the ground, during Saturday's game in
Cambridge. The Black Bears went on to win upset the Crimson 2-0, despite the downpour.

Climbing the Charts
Field hockey moves into top 20 in national polls, Jamie Morin earns conference award
coming off a weekend victory
over Harvard, who was ranked
No.16 in the country.
"We're very excited about
The National Field Hockey
Coaches Association Division-I the national recognition," said
poll was released on Tuesday head coach Terry Kix.
"I think we can attribute that
and the University of Maine
to
a very tough strength of
No.
Black Bears were ranked
20. The ranking marks the first schedule, beating Ohio State,
time since the 2002 season that playing Michigan so tough, and
the Black Bears have been in the then obviously the huge win
top 20. The Black Bears are over number 16th ranked

Harvard," Kix said.
Many of the players have
never been on a nationally
ranked team.
"We haven't been in the top
20 since my sophomore year,"
said senior Rachel Hilgar. "So
that's definitely something to be
proud of."
On the same day that the
rankings came out, Maine goalkeeper Jamie Morin was named

Volleyball takes control

Women's soccer on the prowl

By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus

By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus
Last weekend the University of
Maine volleyball team won three
matches at the Army Invitational in
West Point, N.Y., to improve their
record to 4-6 on the season. Maine
opened the weekend Friday by
defeating St. Peter's 3-0,sweeping
the series 30-21, 30-15 and 30-15.
The team had a .480 attack percentage in the third game and was
lead by senior Carmen Morgan
and sophomore Shelly Seipp.
Morgan had ten kills, four assists,
six digs and three total blocks,
while Seipp recorded 21 assists,
eleven digs and a team high three
service aces.

By Eric Gullickson
Maine began the day Saturday
For The Maine Campus
with a 3-0 win over Army,winning
the games 30-26,30-22 and 30-24.
Fielding a fairly new team, the
Junior Kaili Jordan had eleven
University
of Maine women's
kills and nine digs, sophomore
Jody Connacher added 14 digs and soccer has fought their way to an
four service aces,Shelly Seipp had impressive record of 5-2-1.
"We are all getting used to
25 assists and Morgan chipped in
six kills, eleven digs and five each other," said forward Heather
blocks to lead the Black Bears to Hathorn. "We are getting more
and more comfortable every
the victory.
In the final match Saturday, game."
In fact, the Black Bears have
Maine prevailed in a see-saw battle
against Dartmouth which saw the put together a great start to the
Black Bears take the first game 30- season. They have battled tough
19. Dartmouth tied the match with opponents from all over the couna 30-24 win in game two, but try and spent most of the season
Maine responded by winning game thus far on the road. The squad
has traveled to S.C., N.Y., N.J.
See ARMY on Page 17
and Mass. to play a stronger

America East conference player
of the week. She is the first
Black Bear to receive the honor
this season.
"She had the first two
shutouts of her career," said
Hilgar, "and that was a good
confidence booster."
Morin has started all nine
games this season for her team
See TOP 20 on Page 16

schedule than any other team in
the program's history.
"We are feeling pretty good
right now," said forward Erin
Corey. "With the conference
games coming up, the more we
play, the better we become."
If Maine continues to improve,
they will be a force to be reckoned
come conference time. The team
has always been known for their
defense and that trend has continued this season. They have shown
prowess recently however in the
scoring department getting goals in
bunches early on and timely goals
of late. Coming off the weekend
games with Marist and Seton Hall
See PROWL on Page 17

Four is the number sewn on
the blue and white jersey that is
seen each week moving about in
the rover position of the Black
Hole defense. It's also the number that is seen diving to make
key plays on special teams. It's
the number that roams the sidelines, patting teammates on the
back with words of encouragement. Number four went to
Mississippi State and tossed the
Bulldogs' offense to the ground
12 times. USA and ESPN named
him division-IAA defensive player of the week and the Atlantic 10
was so impressed that it gave
number four the honor of
Defensive Player of the Week.
Who is the man behind the
number?
It's the six-foot senior out of
Jersey City, N.J.: Brandon
McGowan. He's also known as
B-Roc, the nickname an uncle
gave him because of the hard
headedness McGowan possessed
as a kid.
"Two years ago when Stephen
Cooper left the program, he gave
Brandon McGowan his number,"
said head coach Jack Cosgrove.
"So far this year, Brandon
McGowan is playing like Stephen
Cooper, and everybody knows
how good of a player he was."
Currently, McGowan leads the
Black Bears in total tackles with
23 in the first three games, along
with 2.5 sacks. But B-Roc doesn't
play football to pad his outstanding line of statistics. As long as
the team is winning, numbers
don't matter.
"I don't feel that I'm the best
player on the field," said
McGowan. "I just know when I
get on the field I've got to make
plays like I'm unstoppable.
When I get on the field, I get into
a zone. I always want to win, I
hate losing."
McGowan's love for football
dates back to the age of seven,
when he and his friends would
play in the streets of New Jersey
teaching themselves the game.
McGowan's father recognized his
son's interest in the sport and
approached him with a question.
"My father asked me if I really
wanted to play football," said
McGowan. "I told him 'yes' and
he brought me to the Police
Activity League. Ever since then
I've had that love for football."
A combination of McGowan's
knowledge and passion for the
game have made him not only an
important part of the teams
defense but a player others look
up to.
See NO. 4 on Page 17

